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This monograph will examine group work along a continuum of content, process,
and technique, based upon a philosophy that recognizes and places its stress upon
the responsibility, integrity, and decision making ability of the individual. The first
chapter, titled "Group Guidance," will contain a general discussion of the content to
which this group of techniques is applicable, and of the processes involved in the
successful pursuit of this area of guidance activity. In the second chapter, titled
"Group Counseling." we wffi give our attention to this little understood, little used, and
much needed technique. The discussion will deal in detail with the mechanics of group
selecti(:)n, and the dynamics of the group as it forms moves forward, and separates.
In the third chapter, under the, title "Group Psychotherapy" those techniques will be
discussed which are no`t attempted by the school counsel& because of the depth of
psychological or psychiatric background needed for adequate leadership. The fourth
chapter of the monograph will deal very briefly with a number of miscellaneous
aspects of group work such as: application of techniques by grade level, parental
group counseling, and counselor self-analysis, which do not fit readily into the
chapter and section divisions of the preceding part of the paper. It concludes with a
brief annotated bibliography of books and articles. (Author)
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INTRODUCTION
"Group work is becoming increasingly important in our time not

only because there are more people needing help than there are coun-
selors to deal with them on an individual basis; but also because there
is value inherent in the group process itself. In and of itself, par-
ticipation in a group is an experience in growth. It is in groups that
we learn more easily to respond as persons and to respect others as per-
sons. We learn who we are through other's evaluation of us. We sat-
isfy certain of our psychological needs in a groupneeds for acceptance,
peer-approval, self-expression, etc. We can work through our feelings of
hostility and negativism safely in the permissive atmosphere of the group
and eventually arrive at deeper insights about ourselves and more whole-
some attitudes toward others.

"We stress the need for organized programs of group guidance
within our schools, because it is when people really meet each other,
really encounter each other (in the true sense of that term) that atti-
tudes and ideas are shared and, being shared, allow for new attitudes
and ideas to emerge." (1)

These words, spoken by Sister Mary Thomas Murphy, Coordinator
of Pupil Personnel Services, Diocese of Brooklyn, describe an area of
guidance activity, which has, if considered in relation to its tremendous
value, seen relatively little successful application. In part, this failure
has been due to an incomplete understanding of the processes involved
and of the proper utilization of its techniques, as well as an inadequate
appreciation of its exciting potential.

It is in the belief that the counselor, at all grade levels K. through
12, who does not avail himself of the possibilities inherent in an in-
formed use of group techniques is indeed depriving himself and his
counselees of some very rewarding tools of his trade, that this monograph
is designed to provide a summary of the wide range of group techniques.
The main features of the whole range of group techniques will be
sketched, with the emphasis on what is possibly new to some counselors
and on what is most certainly applicable to all guidance programs.

It should be noted at this point that, although this monograph will
attribute great and well deserved importance to this element of guid-
ance, it is, of course, only one element of the comprehensive guidance
program. The comprehensive program, as outlined in the September
1967 issue of Pennsylvania Guidaroce Keynotes, must provide a coor-
dinated and articulated utilization of all elements, such as individual



counseling, consultation, coordination, testing, occupational and educa-
tional information, parental involvement, record keeping, orientation,
placement, and follow-up. Future monographs will deal with equal
fervor with many of these elements.

GROUP PROCESSES OF GUIDANCETHE CONTINUUM
At one time all group activity conducted in the name of guidance

was called group guidance. More recently the term group guidance has
been used to designate only the more highly structured group work in
which the guidance staff is mainly interested in disseminating informa-
tion. The English teacher who teaches a unit in writing job applications
is practicing group guidance. From this relatively simple, classroom
based, education oriented, teacher administered form of group guidance,
through the more complex treatments of group guidance, through the
applications of group counseling, and on to the relatively complex,
clinic based, psychologically oriented, therapist administered forms of
group psychotherapy, we have a continuum of techniques and combina-
tions of techniques available to the counselor who, at the simpler end
of the continuum may merely want to save time, and who, as he ap-
proaches the more complex end may desire to reach into areas of student
thought and feeling and counselor accomplishment that his individual
counseling has not permitted him to reach.

The continuum concept is as much one of process as of technique.
Whereas this monograph will be organized along lines of ascending
complexity of technique, and the major divisions will be labeled with
suggested technique classifications for unity of presentation, flowing
along this ascending line of technique will be a stream of process.
As the content of the group session changes, so should the processes
invoi-Jed in dealing with the content. For example: if structure is taken
a s the process, and viewed from the standpoint of technique, it will be
in strong evidence in some of the large group discussions, in less evidence
in the unanticipated twists and turns of role playing, and almost non-
existent in group counseling. From the standpoint of content, a discus-
sion of college application procedure might be highly structured, a unit
on how to choose a college much less structured, and a discussion of
anxieties concerning college life practically non-structured. The stream
of process often meanders, in that a relatively structured role-playing
of a coller admissions interview may suddenly become a completely
unstructured, comment-inspired, discussion of interviewer prejudices.
This meandering is a perfectly normal aspect of group dynamics. The
competent group leader will look upon these directional shifts not as
signs of group failure, but as summonses to corresponding shifts in group
leader action and emphasis to capitalize upon the direction now taken.
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Student involvement, leader behavior, degree of decision making,
simulation, permissiveness, degree of emphasis on attitude and opinion
are typical process elements which will be flowing along this continuum.

The threecontent, technique, and processare thus interwoven in
a complex progression along a continuum. The would-be group leader
must be continually alert to the best possible application of the moment
and to the role he must play in making the indicated application.

Dr. Leo Goldman (2) has presented a graphic approach to the
utilization of combinations of content and process in which he pictures
a continuum (illustrated in Figure I) running from what appears in
the upper-left corner to be the standard classroom approach to subject
matter presentation, diagonally through the areas of group counseling
with less objective content, to the other extreme in the lower-right cor-
ner in which we are dealing with group therapy in very personal areas
of content. To illustrate this interaction of content and process, Gold-
man shows us "how three different group leaders might handle the same
guidance topic: choosing a high school course of study.

"1. Mr. Jones includes a unit on choosing a high school course of
study in his eighth grade English classes. He decides early in the school
year which week he will devote to this unit. He introduces the topic
one day, pointing out its importance and asking questions to see how
much thinking the pupils have already done. Then he assigns some
readings in a series of guidance publications. During the next few class
meetings he makes sure that the class understands what each of the
courses of study consists ofacademic, general, commercial, and voca-
tionaland for what kinds of occupations each is suitable. He urges
the boys and girls to be realistic in their choices. In particular he points
out that pupils sometimes make poor choices because they are too
concerned with prestige or doing what thei:c friends do. (This ap-
proach would seem to fit most closely the content-process interaction of
cell 2, a combination of Type B content with a Level I process.)

"2. Mr. Smith meets each eighth-grade class one period each week
to discuss various guidance topics. The problem of selecting a high
school course of study almost always comes up naturally in each group
as they discuss their future plans. At that point Mr. Smith helps the
class to decide what information they need and how they will go about
collecting it. The specific methods vary somewhat from class to class,
but generally the pupils divide among themselves a variety of readings,
visits, and interviews in order to learn about the courses of study they
are thinking about. Then they bring their various findings to class and
discuss both the facts and their opinions about the advantages and dis-
advantages of different courses for different people. Usually each one
tells about his own preferences and the reasons for them, and the others
comment or raise questions. Mr. Smith tries to get each pupil to
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think about his educational plans in the light of his previous school
history, his parent's values, and other factors. He will often raise thought-
provoking questions and will sometimes correct inaccurate information.
(This approach seems to be a combination of Type B and a Level II

process and therefore would be a cell 5 interaction.)
"3. Mr. Brown sets up groups for multiple counseling whenever

he recognizes common needs among svveral of his counselees. He has
just organized a group of youngsters who are indecisive or conflicted
about their high school course of study. They have worked out a sched-
ule to meet twice a week for as many weeks as necessary. During the
meetings Mr. Brown encourages each pupil to describe his own prob-
lem to the group and to explore it in some depth. Some of the youngsters
tell about parental pressures, others describe their feelings of inade-
quacy. Sometimes two or three find that they have very similar prob-
lems. Together they try to understand the factors that are operating
and then try out on each other suggestions for dealin6 with their prob-
lems. Sometimes a boy or girl finds reassurance just in the knowledge
that someone else faces a very similar problem. Mr. Brown makes oc-
casional interpretations and reflections, and sometimes he suggests that
they role-play a problem situation or a solution that someone has pro-
posed. When the pupils or Mr. Brown feel that information is needed
regarding the courses of study or related occupations, they decide on
how to obtain the information. The group disbands whenever it ap-
pears to the pupils and Mr. Brewn that their purposes have been ful-
filled. (This approach would seem to belong to cell 8 or 9, since it in-
volves Type B or perhaps C content, with a Level III process.) "

OVERVIEW OF MONOGRAPH

Having recognized that the counselor will be using combinations of
techniques and of processes to fit the changing r attern of content, and
that these are not mutually exclusive, the following discussion is posed
in terms of rather rigidly segregated techniques in the hope that the
clarity of presentation will be enhanced.

The first chapter, titled "Group Guidance," will contain a general
discussion of the content to which this group of techniques is applica-
ble, and of the processes involved in the successful pursuit of this area
of guidance activity.

Within the chapter on group guidance will be discussed the major
areas of technique which have come to be more closely identified with
group guidance as contrasted to group counseling or group therapy.

The section titled "Large Group" will deal with the techniques that
may be used in disseminating information to groups of larger-than-class-
room size, and in assuring that the information has been received and
understood in its relationship to the recipient. The focus will be on
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methods of presentation and on possible ways of securing immediate
and/or delayed feedback.

Under the heading "Small Group" will be considered the wide range
of group guidance approaches to small group discussion in the classroom,
the homeroom, and in the countelor-led small group meeting, either as
a regularly scheduled guidance "class" or as called for special purpose.
In this section the focus will be on student involvement (affective dis-
cussion) and simulation, and the discussion will go into the utilization
of such specialized areas of technique as case history and role playing.
The continuum under this heading will range from the relatively sim-
ple class discussion to the more complex sociodrama.

In the second chapter, titled "Group Counseling" we will give our
attention to this little understood, little used, and much needed tech-
nique. The discussion will deal in detail with the mechanics of group
selection, and the dynamics of the group as it forms, moves forward, and
separates. Because an adequate mastery of its mechanics involves some-
thing more than a mechanical knowledge of its operation, an attempt
will be made to impart a sense of the "artistry" involved in leading a
group of this type. Because it is so little used, and thus so little experi-
enced, experimental evidence will be reported upon, showing its past
successes and failures. And because of its relative lack of structure, there
will be an outline of topics that students most often choose to discuss.

In the third chapter, under the title "Group Psychotherapy" those
techniques will be discussed which are not attempted by the school coun-
selor because of the depth of psychological or psychiatric background
needed for adequate leadership. They are included in this paper for
two reasons: (I) That the school counselor may know a little about the
gmup techniques his counselees may be experiencing in referral agen-
cies, so that he may more intelligently go about his business of referral,
and (2) That the school counselor may borrow from these techniques
those aspects which are applicable to his group counseling activities.

The fourth chapter of the monograph will deal very briefly with a
number of miscellaneous aspects of group work suc.h as: application of
techniques by grade level, parental gronp counseling, and counselor self-
analysis, which do not -fit readily into the chapter and section divisions
of the prer,ding part of the paper; and will conclude, as will all chap-
ters, with a brief annotated bibliography of books and articles which
should provide the counselor with a depth of understanding impossible
to achieve from a paper of this size.

PHILOSOPHICAL ORIENTATION

Before going into a consideration of the individual techniques and
their mechanics and utilization, it might be well to here consider some
of the philosophical assumptions upon which the approach to group
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work in this monograph is based. A number of the quoted passages
which state and support these assumptions were written or spoken in ref-
erence to group counseling or group psychotherapy, but have applica-
bility to the whole broad range of group work.

In March, 1967, at the American Personnel and Guidance Associa-

tion Convention, Walter M. Lifton, Co-ordinator of Pupil Personnel
Services, Rochester, New York, delivered a speech (3) dealing with the
"group centered" approach to group counseling. In the course of the
speech he listed eleven assumptions upon which he felt the group cen-
tered approach was based, and which he felt were "critical to our current
society." Declaring that counselors desiring to use the group-centered
approach, "will have to accept the validity of these assumptions, since

no one can implement a theory that violates his basic beliefs," he ticked
off the assumptions which are listed below:

"1. Individuals and groups, when freed of threat, strive toward
healthier, more adaptive kinds of behavior.

"2. Each individual lives in a world of his awn, bound by the
uniqueness of his perceptions and past experiences. No one can share
past experiences or perceptions with another. We can only help people
experience and clarify their own perceptions. Each group member checks
his perceptions of reality by comparing them with significant 'others'.
The most important 'others' tend to be the member's peers.

"3. Even when the individual is convinced of the correctness of his
perceptions, if his behavior, based upon these perceptions, does not cause
others to respond to him in the desired fashion, from a purely prag-
matic point of view he will have to revise his behavior if he seeks a dif-

ferent response from others.
"4. Because everyone needs ways of defending himself and avoiding

unacceptable pressures, everyone has defenses which may cause behavior
that is inconsistent with the verbalized goals he states to others. These
defenses are necessary to existence and cannot be removed until a sub-
stitute is found.

"5. People react to each other based upon what they feel the other
person's behavior implies. Because of the incongruity between a per-
son's communications to others (on a feeling versus a content level) ,

breakdown in communications occurs. We assume people respond to
what we say, rather than the feeling our words convey.

"6. By providing acceptance and support to individuals and groups,
they may be less constricted in their perceptions of their behavior,
feeling safe enough to let themselves face feelings they know exist but
couldn't before afford to acknowledge.

"7. Since most people tend to move in their thinking from the
concrete to the abstract, members dealing with their here-and-now prob-
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lems in the group are more likely to see the relevance of the group's ac-
tivity, and, given the security of the group, are likely to be able to
generalize from their current experiences to past ones, which then have
new meaning. Put in another way, by dealing with the here-and-now we
also alter the meaning and importance of the past.

"8. The group leader, to be effective, must be able either to live
out a variety of group roles or, at the very least, to insure that other
group members can serve as role models. Members then learn not only
the many types of roles needed in our society, but they also can learn
to emulate these roles and thereby increase their ability to cope with
society.

119. Society is not something external to the lives of the group mem-
bers. The group members by their behavior have a vital role in setting
the limits and mores which individual members learn to understand
and live with.

"10. In a democratic society the ultimate source of authority is
not vested in a single individual, but remains the responsibility of the
entire group.

"11. The group provides all the elements needed to assist change.
It offers support, feedback of perceived behavior, information about al-
ternatives that could be considered, reinforcement of positive behavior
and rejection of unacceptable behavior, and new experiences designed
to broaden the repertoire of experiences and skills needed to cope with
society (the group).

"A simple summing up of these assumptions would suggest that
group-centered counseling is a humanistic, existential approach, where
the source of support for the individual rests upon each person's per-
ceived dependence on his fellowman and his willingness to help others,
since in the process he helps himself."

Nicholas Hobbs (4) is discussing group psychotherapy, but what he
has to say in the following quote seems to apply extremely well t coun-
selor attitude in all successful group work. "The basic principles of non-
directive therapy apply in the group situation as well as in the work
with the individual. Of primary importance is one's own personal phi-
losophy, one's attitudes toward people. More and more, techniques seem
less and less important. Techniques come later; they grow out of and
are demanded by one's orientation to human relationships in therapy.
To be effective in therapy, it is believed, requires a deep and abiding
confidence in the ability of most people to be responsible for their own
lives. It requires some humility about how much a pe13on can do for
others, aside from making it possible for them to realize themselves.
It requires putting aside tendencies to evaluate what is good and right
for other people. It requires a respect for their integrity as individuals,
for their right to the strength giving act of making and living by their

8



own choices. And it requires, perhaps above all, a confidence in the tre-
mendous capacities of individuals to make choices that are both ma-
turely satisfying to them and ultimately satisfactory to society."

Marilyn Bates (5) , in a discussion of the things students talk about
in the group, includes a passage which goes far in describing counselor
role and attitude, and student reaction in the group. "The world of the
adolescent is a very real world and the rules are for keeps. Your entree
of trusted counselor that permits you to enter this world carries with it
the responsibility to understand and accept. If you date judge or moral-
ize, the masks will be assumed and politely but firmly the doors to this
world will be closed. If you can enter into this world, reflecting, clarify-
ing, summarizing, in the group but not of the group, functioning as
a counselor and not a member, then through the group process the coun-
selees can clarify their value system as they struggle with their search
for identity. You, as counselor, may even do a little of the same."

SUMMARY
This monograph, then, will examine group work along a con-

tinuum of content, process, and technique, based upon a philosophy
that recognizes and places its stress upon the responsibility, integrity, and
decision making ability of the individual.
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Chapter /
GROUP GUIDANCE

There was a time when all group work in guidance was called
"group guidance." But, as the education-oriented counselor began bor-
rowing techniques from his brother counselors in the psychological and
psychiatric fields, he soon discovered that he was at times working with
levels of technique that were very close to what others were calling
psychotherapy. He felt that he was probably inferior in his psychologi-
cal background to the psychologically-oriented counselor who was known
as a psychotherapist, so he hesitated to call his technique psychotherapy.
But he realized that what he was doing had little relation with what
he had been calling group guidance, and he set about looking for a new
name for his new technique. The names he came up with will be dis-
cussed in a later section. Our concern now is with what was left behind
under the old heading, "group guidance."

TECHNIQUES FOR DISSEMINATING INFORMATION
First, remaining under the old heading are all the techniques aimed

at information dissemination. To some, this is all that is meant by
group guidance, and many group guidance classes were run pretty
much like subject matter based classes.

But some group guidance class teachers (many were really func-
tioning as teachers) discovered there were times that they were more
concerned with attitudes than with facts, and that their factual presen-
tations seemed to have little effect upon attitudes. The student, sitting
there passively taking in the facts was not at all involved, and, not being
involved, was not affected. These teachers started resorting to some
structural innovations aimed at arousing interest, and, more impor-
tantly, aimed at involving the student as intensely as possible in the
discussions. Since the innovations were of the teacher's invention or in-
itiation, and since the work of the group still had structure and many
other features of the old group guidance class, these student-involving
techniques are considered group guidance.

The counselor must, at times, pass factual information on to groups.
His concern is that it be inclusive, that it be understood, and that it
be remembered so that it can be utilized at the time it is needed. In
accomplishing these objectives he must be a good teacher. But the
good teacher may often stop with the act of presenting the information.
The group guidance leader has an additional concern. Whereas the
English teacher may state that all sentences must start with a capital
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letter, she really doesn't need to concern herself with the student's feet-
ings concerning the matter. This is a rule of grammar, and the student
has no real decision to make. On the other hand, all information the
group guidance leader disseminates has, by its nature, a personal ap-
plication which usually calls for some sort of decision on the part of
the student. For example: The counselor announces the date of the
next College Board Examination, and the listening students are wonder-
ing, "Should I take it on this date or later?" "Should I take the SAT and
the Achievement Tests on the same day?" "Should I cram for the test?"
"Which Achievement Tests should I take?" "The college says I may
take either the ACT or the College Board, which should I take?" "Do
I really have a chance to get into college, or am I just kidding myself
and throwing away my money if I take the exam?" A guest speaker dis-
cusses Laboratory Technology, and the listening students are wonder-
ing, "I like to talk and move around. Would I like this kind of work?"
"My math is poor, but I like science. Would 1 be able to do this?"
"My parents don't think girls should go to college. Will I be able to talk
them into letting me get the education I need for this?" The student in
group guidance must thus be involved in the presentation in some
manner which allows him to sort out the presented facts so that they
apply directly to his particular needs. In the course this discussion
of group guidance, possible ways will be outlined in which this added
dimension of information presentation may be best served.

LARGE GROUP

There is much information of a guidance nature which is useful to
large groups of students in a form which they all can use. To repeat
this information over and over again in individual sessions is gross in-
economy. So the counselor, or his representatives, will be meeting from
time to time with groups of varying size to disseminate information in
the most efficient and economical way possible. Possibly the chief factor
determining the type of presentation he will make will be the size of the
group with which he must work. Most counselors are, at times, faced
with an auditorium full of students. This would, of course, be consid-
ered a large group. Techniques will be discussed that probably are
unique to this guidance situation.

Ideally, the only groups the counselor should face in the auditorium
are those who very obviously (so obviously that the students are aware
of it) have something to gain from a knowledge of the information about
to be released. This is not always the case. The counselor may, for in-
stance, find himself presenting an assembly on Health Careers, while
many in his audience are thinking at the moment that they are sure
they are going to be truck drivers, engineers, career soldiers, secretaries,
and plumbers. He has justified this assembly in his own mind with the
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belief that many of these supposedly decided career aspirants will pos-
sibly end up at some time in their lives in health-related careers, or
would be interested in this type of career if they knew more about it.
Many of them, unfortunately, do not share his belief. Their interest in
the assembly is probably in inverse proportion to their interest or lack
of interest in the activity from which the assembly has excused them.
Also, they have usually entered this auditorium for assemblies that en-
tertain. As they enter today, it is quite possible that their motivation
for learning is very, very low. What type of presentation does this
counselor use?

Probably he would be wise to present a program which has as much
entertainment value as is possible without unduly limiting its educa-
tional value. Good entertainment, in and of itself, f.licits a degree of
emotional involvement from an otherwise passive group. Thus, the
standard here is good entertainment, aimed at holding the attention of
the group, and in, if possible, emotionally involving the passive listener
in the subject matter at hand. In this sense, the counselor, while re-
taining his identity as a counselor, has become a teacher and a show-
man.

Types of Large Group Presentations

The type of presentation will often be determined by the materials
with which the counselor must work. If the spoken word is all he has,
how can he reach the student whose chief response to a lecture is
slumber or reverie?

It might be well to look for some format that will utilize a variety
of voices, or better, a format that will elicit audience participation.

The counselor might divide the material to be presented among
a number of speakers and present a symposium in which they each speak
in turn. The student thus has a number of points at which he can re-
turn his attention to the auditorium in expectation that this speaker
might be more interesting than the last one. He may add the feature
of verbal interchange, available in the panel type of presentation, in
which the participating speakers respond to each other's remarks in a
conversational interchange. The informality of this type of presenta-
tion and the possibility of disagreement and verbal conflict, along with
the more frequent change of voice, is likely to arouse more student in-
terest than the symposium. Or, if the subject matter of the program
warrants, the counselor can limit his panel to two, and conduct a dia-
logue in which the two participants respond to each other.

The counselor may invite the audience to ask questions or even of-
fer comments in a forum type of presentation. Of course, he may work
up any combination, such as the panel-forum, which would fit the sub-
ject matter and, at the same time, arouse audience interest.

-
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Dramatizations require quite a bit more preparation, but are high
in attention-holding value. There seem to be very few published scripts,
but the writing, by either the counselor or an inventive student, should
be a relatively simple matter. Such subjects as the proper and improper
way to conduct one's self during a job interview, or how and how not
to study, lend themselves to easy and often entertaining scripting. The
counselor who is fortunate enough to have a cast of dramatically talented
and intelligent students may even heighten interest by experimenting
with improvisational presentations to illustrate points raised in ques-
tions or in his prepared speech.

The discussion so far has dealt with the counselor who has nothing
but the human voice to work with, Rf!cognizing the greater entertain-
ment and interest value in playing to the eye as well as the ear, the
counselor-teachei-showman would be very wise to consider making use of
some of the many visual-aid materials that are now available either free
or at very low cost.

Most counselors are on the mailing lists of a number of the com-
panies who are producing ,films, so that they probably have catalogues
from such producers. They also, in most cases, belong to some national
directory service which lists the names and sources of many hundreds of
free films available, or hold membership in a local film loan service
through which the school secures films. Colleges, industries, and nu-
merous organizations are producers of oftea superior films which would
fit in as integral parts of large group presentations.

Although many film-strips fall short in interest value for large group
presentation, there are some which could be used with excellent effect
in either large group or small group presentations.

Content of Large Group Presentation

What types of information should be dealt with in large group
presentations? As was mentioned earlier, there will be times when,
through the counselor's choice, or quite often, through directive from
the administration or the assembly planning committee, the counselor
will find himself with an audience that consists of all members of a class,
or of all students in senior high school, or all students in the school.
Here the types of information that will be of value to all are limited.
Recognizing that the program will not be of immediate value to all,
the counselor might concentrate on programs which deal in overviews of
such areas as post high school educational and occupational possibili-
ties, in the hope that the program will be planting seeds for future
germination in the minds of the younger or less mature in the audience,
while providing guidelines for those in the audience who are ready for
the information. The program can deal in broad terms with the school's
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course of study in preparation for later small group or individual sched-
uling. If the school has a homeroom program, or a guidance small group
program that involves all students in the audience, or a Social Studies
or English department that wants tc take the discussion from where the
program leaves off; a topic such as Values can be introduced, with ma-
terials such as dm: Guidance Associates sound-filmstrip, "Values for
Teenagers: The Choice is Yours."

The most desirable large groups are those made up of students who
can all benefit from the same information. All 1 1 th and 12th grade
boys should have something to gain from a general discussion of Selec-
tive Service and of enlistment possibilities and requirements. All 9th,
10th, and 1 1 th grade students who are potentially college bound have
much to gain from a discussion of the College Board exams, ACT, col-
lege application procedures, and scholarship information. All 6th grade
students will gain something from a discussion of junior high school rules
and regulations and 7th grade course offerings. Small group discus-
sions and individual interviews will often follow, but much of this in-
formation can and should be disseminated in the large group, so that
more time can be devoted to the individual applications later.

Evaluation

The program, no matter how general, was a guidance program, and,
as such, was of individual importance to a great many of the individuals
present. Did they understand what they heard? When they applied the
information to themselves individually, did the implications of that
application raise new questions or possibly even anxieties? Does the
counselor know how the information he just tossed out was caught?

If the assembly was really a guidance assembly, there should be
some follow-up.

The sooner the follow-up the better. If possible, although admit-
tedly the physical arrangements often make it rather awkward, there
should be some attempt to elicit feedback while the students are still
in the auditorium. Different sections of the auditorium can be desig-
nated as sub-groups instructed to comment or ask questions concerning
specific aspects of the program. Caution must be exercised, though, to
avoid the development of private conversations between the stage oc-
cupants and individual members of the audience, which tend to exclude
the larger numbers from the proceedings.

Even if the utilization of immediate feedback in the auditorium
has been reasonably successful, there should be some provision for small
group follow-up, using homerooms, guidance classes, or subject matter
classes. If the boys have just come back from the assembly that gave
out information concerning Selective Service and enlistment, what does
it mean to them individually? Should Tom enlist before he starts to
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take over his father's business? Dick feels he will go to college even-
tually, but he doesn't know now what he wants to take. Should he go
into the armed forces now and get it over with, while considering his
future career? Harry would like to learn a trade. Should he try for an
apprenticeship or enlist and hope for training in a trade while in the
Army? Of course there will be opportunity to discuss these things in-
dividually in later interviews, but the assembly was today and there is
no better time to at least give some organization to individual inter-
pretation.

If the counselor has thought ahead and has a cooperative, guidance
minded faculty, he might have discussed the program with his faculty
prior to the assembly and encouraged them to form student listening
teams in the classes meeting before the assembly. Each team, a sub-
division of the class, would be asked to report back on a different aspect
of the assembly presentation.

If no advance arrangements had been possible, the classes meeting
after the assembly may be asked to form buzz groups, again subdivisions
of the classes, which would be asked to meet briefly in their subgroups
to prepare a report to the class on some aspect of the assembly program.

Whether the discussion uses some structure such as the listening
teams and the buzz groups, or is a free general discussion, is not as im-
portant as the need that there be some form of follow-up discussion to
evaluate, interpret, and apply the information disseminated at the as-
sembly.

SMALL GROUP

In reality, all of the remaining techniques in this monograph are
small group techniques. Some of the "small" groups will be as large as
the rather cumbersome crowded classroom of 40 students, while most
will hopefully be much smaller.

The small group has many advantages over the large group. If the
small group is the proper size, each member will be able to be heard as
often as his needs require. If the counselor is disseminating informa-
tion, he can find out at any time whether his information is being re-
ceived and correctly interpreted. He has only to ask, and to LISTEN to
the answers he gets, or doesn't get. Here it is possible for the counselor
to get to the individual application of the information quickly, and to
measure the reaction to that application just as quickly. As the infor-
mation he is disseminating takes on the more subtle shadings required
in such complex areas as self-understanding, so too does the way in which
he asks his questions and in which he listens for indications of answers.
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Content of Small Group Discussion

Most small group guidance is concerned with two areas of infor-
mation: I. The individual must possess a knowledge of his own char-
acteristics (aptitudes, interests, attitudes, etc.) , and 2. The individual
must possess a knowledge of the environment or situation to which
these characteristics are to be related (world of work, curriculum choices,
post-high school opportunities, etc.) . It is the aim that in the process
of acquiring this information, the individual will also acquire some in-
sights as to how he can most efficiently combine these two areas of
knowledge to provide him with a set of rewarding directions in life, and
that he can so project himself into the environments which he must en-
counter or which he must consider encountering that he can make
intelligent and wise decisions concerning his relationships with these
environments. To illustrate very briefly: Jim, who comes from a small
rural town and sheltered home, has shown few signs of initiative, has
slightly above average intelligence, and has always sought faculty help
in his study halls, is now debating whether to engage in premedical
studies in a small local college or in a city university identified with a
fine graduate medical school. Does Jim understand those aspects of his
make-up and his background which will be important in making this
decision?

The second area of information, the environment, is really the only
one that can be dealt with in the large group. It is also the one most
often worked with in the subject matter classes. The English class may
give the student some mechanical tools, such as the data sheet, the let-
ter of application, and the written job description, which will help the
student into his entry into the world of work or post-high school educa-
tion. The Social Studies class might aid the student in doing a job
survey. But these are really the tools of the environment. he English
class may assign an autobiography and grade the English content, but
will usually hand the paper to the counselor for any handling With re-
gard to student self-knowledge.

It is in the guidance group, conducted by the counselor, or the home-
room, presided over by a guidance oriented teacher or, at least, by
a teacher under the supervision of the guidance department in this ac-
tivity, that we deal with the information in area one, the student's
knowledge of his own characteristics.

Student Self-Knowledge

The type of information in this area most in evidence is the test
result. The general public has equated guidance and testing for almost
as long as there has been guidance. Yet there remains the question of
the 'wise and proper use of test results.
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lbw many counselors have test results in their student? cumulative
folders that have never been discussed with their students? If asked to
do so, some might look, and find a DAT or a Kuder or an Otis that was
administered, sent away to be scored, returned, filed in the student's
folderand left there, to be disturbed only by an inquisitive teacher who
was wondering why the student wasn't doing better.

Why was the test administered? The counselor has taken two hun-
dred students out of class for a total of four hours to take the DAT.
He has drafted ten teachers to spend at least one hour each in proctor-
ing, and has switched classes and moved study halls so he can have a
large testing space for two hours on each of two days. In general, he has
made a mess of the better part of the school routine for two school days.
He has packaged the results and sent them away to be scored, and has
received, in return, long typed lists of scores, and some paste-on labels,
and, if he has ordered them, he has also received some individual student
charts imprinted on single or six page interpretation folders. Why did
he do it? Did he do it so his Principal could say, "Yes, we give the
DAT in ninth grade." Did he do it because he just wanted to know
how well the aptitudes of his counselees matched their achievements?
Did he intend to discuss the scores with the teachers? Did he intend
to paste the scores in the individual folders so the information would be
there in case somebody needed it in the future? Was he going to let the
students in on the results?

If he was going to share the results with the students, how was he
going to do it? Was he going to hand the pile of individual charts to
his secretary with instructions to pass them out to the students as they
came in during free periods? Was he going to assemble all two hundred.
in the cafeteria and hand the results out to the accompaniment of a
general talk on their interpretation? Was he going to attempt to see each
student individually to discuss the interpretation of his results?

This idea of seeing each student is, of course, the guidance ideal,
but, with today's counselor load and the number of tests being admin-
istered, the attainment of the ideal would leave the counselor little time
for other counseling or activities.

The secretarial hand-ou.L offers no chance for discussion. The A :ge
group allows little chance. The individual interview just cannot be done
in the amount of time available to the counselor. What is left? The
small group.

Unfortunately, many guidance programs have developed a sort of
"1984 Big Brother" image in the eyes of the beleaguered student. We
often become a big eye, always watching, taking notes, forming judg-
ments, and making secret decisions which result in the manipulation of
the subject. "We know how intelligent you are, but we don't believe
you are capable of handling the information." "We have a complete
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file on you that will be here the rest of your life, affecting your promo-
tions, your success in job application, your credit, and your security
clearance with the government, but we are not about to tell you what
is in it." "We are here to judge you and to help others in judging you,
but we do not have the time to help you judge yourself. Besides, you
are too young."

Any information secured concerning the student, through the co;
operative efforts of the student, should be available to the student
adquately interpreted, and with adequate opportunity for the student to
ask questions and discuss the material. This should be true of test
results and perceptions gained from autobiographical writings, question-
naires, inventories, and remarks elicited in counseling. Today's students
have a higher degree of psychological sophistication than is generally
credited to them. If the counselor thinks the information is beyond their
comprehension or competency to handle, he should translate into lan-
guage that is not. If he doesn't think they can handle IQ's, let him deal
in percentiles or stanines. But let him share what he knows about the
student with the student.

The opening sentence in the preceding paragraph contained the
qualifying phrase, "thmugh the cooperative efforts of the student."
There are, of course, some types of information concerning the student
that cannot be passed on directly to the student, at least in its raw
form. Teacher personality ratings, for example, would soon cease to
exist, or would become grossly inaccurate if the teacher-rater became
aware that his ratings were being read by the rated student. Most stu-
dents would be very reluctant to enter names on t e sociogram blanks
if they thought the owners of those names would know who listed them.
In addition to the probability that the sources of this type would dry
up, there is the possibility of harm done by excessive bluntness in this
sensitive field of social acceptance.

Here is an area in which the small group is in many ways superior
to the individual interview. Picture the counselee in an individual in-
terview sitting there a few days after the administration of the socio-
gram. The counselor starts talking about popularity and personality.
It is certainly possible that the counselee is *tinking, "Boy, there must
have been a lot of kids that put me at the bottom of the list in that
thing he gave us last week, or he wouldn't be talking about this stuff.
He knows nobody likes me, and he knows I know it. How can I talk
to him about this? I'm too embarrassed." But if the same counselee
is placed in a group of ten a few days after the sociogram is adminis-
tered, and the group leader starts talking about the same two sub-
jects, the counselee has no reason to feel a personal accusation of unpop-
ularity, and probably feels much freer to discuss what has been causing
personal concern.
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The same can be true for the treatment of teacher personality rat-
ings. The counselor can note an area of deficiency on a number of -rat-
ings of the members of the group, and launch into a discussion of that
area without revealing teacher comments or implying that the indicated
deficiency exists in any one particular member of the group. This would
be much more difficult to accomplish in the individual interview. .

Knowledge of the Environment.

The student who is engaging in the life-time task of knowing him-
self, must at the same time be conducting a continuous examination of
the environment tO which he must relate, and must be continually pro-
jecting the self he is learning to know into those present and future en-
vironments in which his decisions, or the course of events, might possibly
involve him. He must be askitag himself, "How will I fit into this situa-
tion?" "What will it be like if 1 decide to do that?" "Would I, as I
understand myself, be happy doing day-to-day tasks involved in that kind
of work?" "Would I, as I know myself, be able to thrive in a school life
as impersonal as that at the University?"

This area of study, like the study of self, does not begin or end with
the school years, but starts in the crib and ends just short of the grave.

In the student's study of his environments, he must be able to de-
velop a process of judging their relevance to his needs, to his desires,
and to what he has to offer. He must be able to judge the accuracy
of what he perceives, and to establish for himself certain Truths or
standards upon which to base his judgment, while recognizing that
these standards are subject to revision as his knowledge increases. -ffe
must be able to set goals within those environments, both intermediate
and long range, and must be able to make a reasonably accurate ap-
praisal of the attainability of the goals he sets. And he must be able
to select, and make his own, those aspects of the environments that will
contribute most to his physical, mental and emotional growth.

One thing just as sure as death and taxes is the fact that our world
is continually changing at an ever increasing rate. In vocational plan-
ning, the jobs that we discuss today may no longer be in existence when
our group members are looking for work, and there will most probably
be thousands of types of jobs not dreamed of now. In educational
planning, what counselor has not made the mistake of repeating some
information he learned from a college catalogue last year, only to find that
that information had been radically changed within the year. How out
of date are last year's College Board profiles, last year's tuition rates,
last year's salary schedules, and even last year's perceived values.

How then must we deal with vocational and educational planning
in the small group? Rather than attempting to match the student and
the job as we often did in days gone by, we must help him develop; a
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process of matching himself to jobs or job areas at some future time
when the need arises. He must learn to recognize a world of work with
fewer and fewer absolutes and must learn to modify his application of
his characteristics to that world to fit its changing requirements. We
must concentrate, not on his picking a career, but on his knowing how
to pick a career.

His career day talks with representatives of different industries
should be aimed, not at selecting an industry for his life's work,
but at learning how he will decide to do the selecting. His visits to in-
dustry will be aimed at learning what to look for, not so much at what
he sees. His talks with college representatives will be aimed at discover-
ing what he will want to look for in college. His discussions of values
will be aimed at developing a process for the objective evaluation of the
values, not the acceptance or rejection of a certain set of values. There
will be the career talks, the plant visits, the occupational briefs, the col-
lege representatives, the college catalogues, and the units on citizenship
and popularity, but the stress will be on how to handle these figurative
lobbyists, not whether or not to accept their wares.

This consideration of knowledge of the environment would also
include an area of orientation. Guidance has taken an ever larger role
in easing the advancement from one level of education to the next, and
the movement from one school to another. From elementary school to
junior high or middle school, to senior high school, to college; from a
school in Tennessee to a school in Pennsylvania; guidance is there with
special assemblies, personal interviews, and small group meetings that
often extend through the year.

SummaryTechniques for Disseminating Information
To this point in the monograph the focus has been on ways in

which the student can be aided in his consideration of information con-
cerning himself and his environment, and of his relationship to that en-
vironment. We have considered the large group, with its limited value
and its utilization of entertainment, generalized approach, and the at-
tempted elicitation of feedback; and the small group in information dis-
semination, with its larger range of usage and its utilization of the
principles of learning. It is recognized here that there is much that can
be learned in group guidance, and that, among other advantages, group
guidance often offers the most economical, efficient, and most effective
way of dispensing basic information needed by large numbers of stu-
dents. .

TECHNIQUES WHICH EMPHASIZE SIMULATION
One of the chief faults found with the earlier group guidance and

homeroom programs, which relied mostly on instruction, was that they
seemed to have little effect upon the attitudes and behavior of the pro-
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gram participants. Even the better students, who memorized best and
recited most often, seemed to be little changed by the experience. The
underachieving student went through the unit on how to study, and
seemed to be learning the rules. He looked at his psychological test
scores with interest. And he read up on some occupations that seemed
to interest him. But he remained an underachieving student. "Surely,"
reasoned his homeroom teacher, "if you are shown how much ability
you have; and you see that, for the type of career you wish to enter,
you need a college education; and if we can teach you how to study;
you will wake up and use these newly learned study methods along with
your intelligence to do the work required to acquire the record needed
to get the college training required to enter the career field of your
interest." But it didn't always work that way. The underachiever re-
mained the underachiever, and his gains from the homeroom class
seemed to be no greater than from the classes in which he was failing
to achieve.

The student was learning about himself, at least the objective facts
about himself. He was also learning about his environment. It was
the third process that was not following as automatically as most group
guidance advocates thought it would. The student was not relating him-
self to the environment. How could the counselor get him to do this?

It was at this point that a number of group workers started devel-
oping techniques aimed specifically at getting the student to imagine
himself in simulated environments, sometimes those of others, other
times those he himself will possibly face. The idea was to pull the stu-
dent into the environment, or to actively involve him in material being
discussed. A term for this involvement is affective discussion. This term
would also include many of the techniques listed under group counsel-
ing and group psychotherapy, so it will not be used as a major division
in the techniques. Suffice it to say that from here on in the techniques
considered, the aim is to involve the student.

In this grouping of techniques which emphasize simulation there are
those approaches which ask the student to imagine himself in the other
fellow's place while considering the other fellow's problems (the case
history, the studies of characters and their problems in literature, films,
filmstrips, and recordings) ; and those which ask the student to partici-
pate in enacting a simulation of incidents concerning another's prob-
lems or possible future problems of one's own (sociodramas) .

Case Histories

There are two basic types of case histories: the illustrative case his-
tory and the problem-centered case history.
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The illustrative case history presents a problem and then goes on
to show how the problem was handled by the person whose case is be-
ing presented. The technique is weak in involvement value in that it
takes the case all the way through solution, showing what was done and
how it was done. The student is asked to do little but follow along in
the account, or, at best, asked, "Would you have done it that way?" In
one common use, the counselor exhibits the disguised records of various
former students, shows what educational, occupational, or personal de-
cisions were made, and possibly goes on to show what happened as a
result of those decisions. The group member can imagine himself as
the person whose case is being described, but is not really asked to make
the decision.

The problem-centered case history stops short of the solution and
proceeds to involve the student in the decision making. Students are
required to examine data, to consider alternatives, and to select the
"best" choice. Here the student is asked to become a part of the situa-
tion, to feel the problem, and to imagine how he would solve the prob-
lem. Since the case history itself provides no "correct" solution, the
student is free to form his own, but has the responsibility of defending
his thinking against the attacks by other equally free-thinking members
of the group. The counselor's responsibility is to keep the discussion
on the track, to keep the focus on the issues involved, to subtly point
toward the deeper, less evident perceptions, and to assist the student
in his projection into the situation.

Two cases, one dealing with values and one with vocational and
educational decision, might serve to illustrate the possibilities inherent
in this approach.

Jim is a reasonably good student who has done especially well in
academic mathematics and academic science. He comes from a rather
poor family which would find it impossible to finance a regular college
program. His efforts at job and scholarship seeking have produced two
offers between which he must decide. The first offer is an apprentice
position in a very large local industry which would give him a five year
preparation in electrical technology. The second offer is a full-tuition
scholarship for a two-year Associate of Arts Degree program in the same
area of study in a local branch of the state university. The apprentice-
ship would, of course, give him greater income during the first two years,
but the university would give him a degree and more intense prepara-
tion during that two-year period. Which should he take?

The counselor using the illustrative case study method might go
on to tell that Jim decided to take the apprenticeship, might have gone
into a detailed accounting of Jim's reasoning, and then might have
either let it rest there or have asked the members of the class to dis-
cuss their agreement or disagreement with Jim's decision.
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The counselor using the problem-centered case study method would
ask the members of the group to put themselves in Jim's place and
imagine what Jim would decide to do. They would then be asked to
give their reasons for their. decisions, and the resulting discussion would
hopefully get into such subjects as: the value of a degree; the value of
on-the-job experience; the point in taking subjects not directly related
to the major area, such as a possible English course at the University
Center; the comparative value of immediate income against the oppor-
tunity for greater later earnings; and, most important, the need for
weighing the advantages and disadvantages of possible vocational and
educational choices before taking the first, the most lucrative, the most
convenient, or the most flattering offer. The student, in projecting him-
self into Jim's place, must also consider how the decision would fit him
personally. Does he want to go on in the more bookish, theoretical
preparation he would be likely to get at the University Center, or is he
tired of the desk and eager to get his hands on some machines? Is he
willing to go along with two more years of economic dependence on his
family, or is it important for him to get economically on his own two
feet? Does he want to continue a wNle longer in the comparatively shel-
tered world of education, or is he eager to go out on his own to com-
pete in the market place? Many self-searching questions, similar, but
individually applicable, can grow from this type of discussion, even if
none of the students are facing Jim's specific decision.

A second case, this time dealing more directly with values, might
read somewhat as follows: Tom is a good student who ranks high in
his class. He wants to go to Lehigh and realizes that he must keep his
grades up if he wants to be accepted. Social Studies is not one of
Tom's strongest subjects, so he spends most of his time during the week
preceding a major examination in intensive study, convinced that the
grade in the test will determine whether he gets an A or a B as a final
grade for the subject. Tom is only moderately popular and wants very
much to be accepted by a group headed by Fred. Fred, whose grades are
also good, does not wail( as hard to earn them, and spends most of his
time furthering his social life and relying on his rather high intelli-
gence. During the week that Tom is studying for the Social Studies ex-
amination, Fred is busily engaged in final preparations for the Senior
Class Trip and is unable to do any studying. His solution to the prob-
lem this presents is to approach Tom with a plan whereby Tom could
supply him with the answers during the test. Tom realizes that his ac-
ceptance by Fred and his group depends on his being an "O.K. guy"
and that this type of cheating is common among them. He also realizes
that the Social Studies tests are graded on a curve, so that any increase
in Fred's grade, and possibly also those of Fred's friends, could lower his
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position on the curve. Also there is the chance of getting caught, with
resulting loss of any credit for the test. What should he do?

The counselor using the illustrative case history method might go
on to tell that Tom decided against the cheating and would discuss in
detail Tom's reasons for making this decision. The class could be asked
if they agree, and discussion would be on the arguments for or against
his decision.

The counselor using the problem-centered case history method
would ask the members of the group to put themselves in Tom's place
and imagine what they would do, and also what they should do if there
was a difference between their would and should? In discussing and
defending their positions, the members of the group could get into the
concepts of popularity, acceptance, conformity, the relative values of
social and academic success, such related areas as long range goals; and
possibly, with great group leader skill and tact, they may even get into
the corn encrusted area of honesty.

The greatest worth here in the area of values is in the individual
group member's feeling that the problem is his, and in projecting him-
self into the situation so that he can feel the tug of social acceptance
competing with his desire to live by a set of standards that he, with some
degree of conscious awareness, recognizes that he must assemble for him-
self. The counselor cannot be satisfied with the supplying of the Estab-
lishment's view on these matters. He must muster all his knowledge
and skill toward the end that the student thinks and feels the conflict,
and that the student recognizes his responsibility to make decisions that
are his own, and to live with responsibility toward those decisions.

Literature and Audio-Visual Media
The Literature the students are reading in English class and the lives

they are studying in Social Studies are, of course, loaded with case history
material. Most high school students have some acquaintance with Ham-
let, Macbeth and Sidney Carton. Is there not some guidance value in
a reexamination of Hamlet from the standpoint of his trouble with in-
decision, or of Macbeth and his encounter with guilt, or of Sidney
Carton and the question of sacrifice? The more widely read may be in-
vited to compare Howard Roark's attitude toward sacrifice (The
Fountainhead) with Sidney Carton's.

Someone has said that history is the story of men and their deci-
sions. Unfortunately for guidance and personality development, most
history is not taught this way, and surprisingly few schools even offer
a course in biography. Most students, however, have a common back-
ground of knowledge concerning certain historical figures, so that the
counselor can proceed with minimal supplementary information in pre-
senting case histories based upon problems these figures have dealt with.



Current drama, in live presentation, film, or TV tape, provides case
history material with a maximum of attention getting interest. What
junior or senior student could not find himself absorbed with the prob-
lems of the brothers in "Death of a Salesman" or with the son in "The
Glass Menagerie?"

Of course, the case history is not the only group technique served
by audio-visual media. Earlier pages of this monograph refer to the uses
of films and filmstrips in large group presentations. These uses are
equally applicable to the small group. The excellent sound-filmstrips
and films released in recent years by a number of companies provide
fine informational sources and stimulating embarkation points for group
discussion. In the area of vocational guidance the group might start the
session by viewing a film of actual job interviews before discussing pos-
sible suggestions for interview conduct. In educational guidance, the
group might view a film describing life at a large university prior to
discussing the relative merits of the large versus the small campus and
what the group members are individually looking for in a college cam-
pus; or the group may look at a sound-filmstrip describing the College
Board Examinations before discussing their future experiences with this
increasingly important aspect of college admissions. In the area of per-
sonal problem solving guidance, the group may start off a discussion
of values with the excellent filmstrip mentioned earlier. These are but
a few of the many possibilities presented by films, filmstrips, records, tape
recordings, overhead projector transparencies and other members of the
growing family of audio-visual media. The greater the degree to which
the senses are captured at the outset, the greater the chances of in volv-
ing the total group member.

Sociodrama

In the problem-centered case history, the student was asked to
imagine himself in Tom's place. In the sododrama, the student is asked
to be Tom and to act his version of Tom's problem, and possibly his
version of Tom's solution. Here a number of members of the group are
drawn into taking roles in what becomes an unrehearsed play performed
with unwritten lines. Much of the success of this approach will depend
on the way the group leader prepares the group and guides the presen-
tation. If successful, the degree of involvement by all members of the
group can become extremely intense and can justify the preparation.

In discussion of the sociodrama the preparation and presentation
will be divided into steps and each step will be illustrated by imagining
what might have happened to Tom'v problem if it had been dealt
with by utilizing this technique.
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1. Identification of the problem and selection of the situationThe
group leader should first know clearly just what the problem is that he
intends to deal with. Once he has the problem clearly in mind, he
should select carefully the dramatic situation he feels will deal with
the problem at the level of interest and understanding of his group.

In the fictional narrative that will be used to illustrate the socio-
drama, the counselor has a number of college preparatory students who
have been making good grades, but who, according to other students,
teachers, and even certain members of their own group, have been en-
gaging in organized cheating quizzes and major examinations. These are
intelligent eleventh grade students who will probably be going on to
college, and who could probably handle the college work with ease with-
out cheating. The counselor suspects 'chat the pressures imposed by class
rank and the need to excel have caused this practice to be accepted to a
degree that social acceptance within the group is now contingent upon
going along with the group's organized systems of cheating. Realizing
that preaching will do no good, and that peer pressures will do much to
counteract even good counseling in this type of situation, the counselor
has decided to attack the problem through the peers.

He creates the story of Tom, being careful to incorporate the basic
elements of the group's problem situation into Tom's situation, while
being equally careful to apply enough difference so that no group
member recognizes himself as Tom and that no group member's friend
recognizes the group member as Tom. No group member has spent the
week in planning the Senior Class Trip, and no group member has
spent the week studying Social Studies to get into Lehigh. But all are
probably cheating, and some are probably doing it because of social
pressure.

2. The group should be motivatedThe counselor must now pre-
pare the group for the presentation of the situation. If possible, the
story to be presented should be introduced by some reference to some-
thing that may have happened in the school so that they can see a rela-
tionship. A permissive environment should be created to the degree
that the members of the group feel they can speak freely wi:hout fear
of censure by the group leader or by the other members of the group.
As with the case studies, the group leader must encourage the members
to identify with the main character. Probably, most important, enthusi-
astic interest in the situation must be built so that the members are
really actively listening and working out possible solutions, rather than
passively waiting for others to carry the discussion.

The members of the illustrative group are all students in an English
class whose teacher had wanted to split the class for a few days so that
she could work in the library with some students who were preparing
research papers. The counselor, as was his practice other years with this
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and other teachers, agreed to meet with the group that was riot in the
library at the time. Since the English teacher has been one of those most
concerned about the cheating, it was easy to gain her cooperation in
selecting the members of each group.

The counselor, in very informal manner, leads into a discussion of
an editorial on cheating that had appeared in a recent issue of the
school newspaper. In the course of this discussion, the class brings out
a number of points that fit well into the counselor's story of Tom. Dur-
ing this period, the counselor is trying to subtly pull all group members
into the discussion, and to show an acceptance and interest in some of
the statements which might fill out the cheating student's self-justifica-
tion. Here the counselor's interest is in getting all to speak freely so that
all views may be aired, and in building interest and student involve-
ment.

3. Describe the situationAssuming that the group is now in as
ready and receptive a mood as the counselor can create, he presents the
situation.

The counselor now proceeds to slip as smoothly as possible into a
recounting of Tom's problem, ending with, "What would you have
done?"

4. Lead into the selection of role p/ayersThe counselor engages
the group in a general discussion of the situation and the problem. He
should try to get them to express themselves freely by refraining from
showing any indication of opinion on his part, and should encourage the
idea that there may be more 'than one solution to the problem and that
all have a right to express their ideas as to what is the best solution.
He should try to pull in a variety of comments from as many different
students as possible, and should show that all comments are being ac-
cepted without censure.

5. Select the role playersAt the height of this discussion, the coun-
selor should start selecting the role players. Using the views they have
expressed, he should try to use students who can feel the part they are be-
ing asked to play. Where possible, the supporting roles should be cast
from among volunteers to increase the sense of participation.

In the illustration, John has just ventured the opinion that Tom
should help Fred out this time because the possibility of Tom's grade
being lowered a few notches on the curve is not as bad as the grade that
Fred is sure to receive if he doesn't get help.
COUNSELOR: Let's try some dramatics with this thing. John,
why don't you come up here and be Fred. You can try your reasons out
on Tom. Bill, you were sort of trying to see Tom's side of it a while ago.
How about getting up here and being Tom. Let's see, who else could we
have? There're some of Fred's friends. Who wants to be one of Fred's
friends? O.K., you James, and Sandy, and you Joan.
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JOAN: I- don't want to be Fred's friend. I want to be Tom's girl-
friend so I dan talk him out of helping Fred.
COUNSELOR: O.K., you're Tom's girlfriend. I guess we have
enough characters for now. We'll add them as they're needed.

6. Set the stageAfter the group leader has completed the casting,
he 'should quickly arrange a simple stage setting which meets the re-
quirements outlined by the cast.

In the illustration the cast agrees that the scene will take place while
Tom is walking home from school, so no stage settings are needed.

7. Prepare ,the rest of the group to be participating observers
The counselor is now concerned with preparing the audience to con-
tinue their participation. Here he must discourage a passive viewing of
the performance, and try to get the members of the audience to place
themselves in the actor's positions. The audience should try to see the
situation as the role player is seeing it, and react as he is reacting. Dur-
ing the performance the audience is not to think of their own solu-
tions, but should try to understand the role player's viewpoint. Also at
this time the audience should be urged to make the performance easier
for the role player by not judging the acting ability, by not being critical
of slips in the performance, and by being attentive.
COUNSELOR:. Now, you people in the audience, try to be Tom.
Try to look at Fred's arguments as you think Torn might, not as you
might. When Fred or his friends Harry and Sally speak, forget that they
are really John, James and Sandy; and forget that you are you. Be
Tom. Think as you feel Tom is thinking, feel as you think Tom is feel-
ing. If Bill's Tom doesn't turn out the way you think he, should, we
might give you a chance to be Tom for us later. For now, just be Tom.

8. Proceed with the enactmentNow that the counselor has set the
Stage and prepared the actors and the audience, he should step back
as far as he can afford to step. With the possible exception of ques-
tionable language, there should be real freedom of expression. This is
probably the first of a number of enactments, presenting different solu-
tions to the same problem. If the tone of this enactment is anti-social
(or even anti-Establishment) , the counselor will have other chances to
get at the points he hopes to see made. In the first enactment, if it is
the first contact with role playing the group has had, it is quite pos-
sible that the group will go to the anti-social extreme to test the coun-
selor, or the idea of free expression. As the idea of free expression is
established, the members are likely to return to expressions more in
keeping with their real thoughts and feelings. The counselor should
not seek to prolong the actual enactment beyond the limits set by the
role players, but should feel free to suspend the drama after he thinks
the point, or major points, have been made.
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COUNSELOR: O.K. now, Tom, you're coming home from school,
which is over there on the right. Fred, you come in from the left. Are
any of your friends with you, or do they arrive later?
FRED: They're with me.
COUNSELOR: Is Beth with you, Tom?
TOM: No, Fred probably wouldn't ask me to cheat if she was along.
I'll see her later, after Fred and his gang have left.
COUNSELOR: O.K. Let's see what you do with it.
TOM: Hi, Fred.
FRED: Hi. Say, I've been looking for you. I'm in a real jam. You
know the history exam that's coming up tomorrow? I've been so darned
busy with this senior trip stuff that I havenq had a chance to crack a
book. I'll flunk it sure. And you know my grades in there aren't the
greatest as it is. Do you think you could help a fellow out?
TOM: How do you mean? You want me to help you study?
FRED: No, I don't have the time to study tonight. I got two meetings
I gotta go to. No, I thought maybe you could sorta give me some help
during the test. I got it all figured out. You know how Baldy reads the
questions. With you in the front seat there, you could signal the an-
swers to the true-false and multiple-choice. You know, like pull your ear
if it's true. If you don't pull your ear, we know it's false. And we could
work something out to show whether it's one, two, three or four in the
multiple choice.
TOM: What about the essay part?
FRED: Well, I'll have to trust to luck and my ability to throw a line
of bull there. Course, you could hold up your paper to read it better,
so I might get some ideas.
TOM: Gee, Fred, I don't know. What if I get caught? That'd be the
end of it Lor Lehigh.
SALLY: You know how Baldy buries his nose in the paper when he's
reading the questions. You'd never get caught. Besides, you just got an
itchy ear, that's all.
TOM: I'm not so sure of that. And you know how Baldy grades on a
curve. I've been studying like blazes to get an A in the course. If I go
wig-wagging all the answers, and all you guys get them right, what's
going to happen to my place on the curve? I don't mind giving a little
help, but wouldn't I be cutting my own throat?
HARRY: That's a buddy for you. So you can get an A, you want
Fred to flunk the exam. He sits up nights working on your class trip,
and you wan, him to flunk the course, so he can't even go on the trip.
Man, you got some real friends, Fred.
TOM: No, I don't want him to flunk. I know what Fred does for the
class. But, gosh, what about my getting into college? You know that's
important too.
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FRED: Helping me isn't going to keep you out of college. The essay
part is at least a third of the test. You won't be helping on that. I
only want a decent grade. You can have the A. I won't bother Baldy's
curve.
TOM: How about all the others reading my signals? Like Harry here.
Enough of them get the answers right, there won't be a curve and Baldy
will throw out the test, cause he'll know something's wrong. And be-
sides, what if I don't know an answer and give you the wrong dope.
You'll probably think I did it deliberately.
(Beth has walked in from behind Fred and his friends, unnoticed.)

BETH: What about honesty?
FRED: Oh, hello Beth. didn't see you.

BETH: I'll bet you didn't see me. The nerve of some people. Here
you ask Tom, who works like the devil for those As, to put his head on
the block, because you're too lazy to open a book. They catch him cheat-
ing, and there goes the National Honor Society, and college, and every-
thing. And, I know you guys probably never heard of it, but there is
something around called honesty. You probably think that's goody-
goody, but Tom's an honest guy. He never asked you to help him in
an exam. Why drag him down to your level? Why don't you get Sally

to help you, or Harry. Harry's the guy whose talking about being a
buddy. Let him be a buddy and cheat for you.
SALLY: You know that old Harry here doesn't know enough history
to help a seventh grader. And I'd sure help him, but I'm in the back of
the room, four rows behind him. And who says I know any more than
he does.
BETH: You all could if you studied as hard as Tom. You're a bunch
of parasites. Who's going to get you through the College Boards? You
going to sit in Tom's lap. You better all go to Lehigh so Tom can help
you through there. He's just dope enough to help youto risk every-

thing for nothing.
SALLY: Haven't you ever cheated, Beth?
BETH: I guess I have a few times, but not when it hurt anybody else.
I guess I was the only one I was hurting.

9. Discuss and evaluateAt an appropriate point in the drama, the
counselor should call a halt and, while still being very careful to be
noncommittal, attempt to get the group to examine the content of the
drama to this point, discuss it, and possibly come up with ether sug-
gested treatments of the problem.

In the illustration, Beth has just come up with an interesting in-

sight. This might be an excelle 1 place to throw the discussion back
to the group. Beth has really become the main character. The flexible
group leader can shift his focus. The actors should be encouraged to
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stay in character as the group leader and the audience probe their feel-

ings.
COUNSELOR: That might be a good place for now. Tom, what were
you thinking while the other four were arguing? How did you feel
about what was being said?
TOM: I was embarrassed by Beth. A guy just can't have his girl saying

he's so perfect in front of his face. I didn't want to admit that I saw
anything wrong with cheatingthey would think I was a goody-goody
then. I just wanted them to see what a risk I'd be taking.
COUNSELOR: Beth, did you realize that you were embarrassing
Tom?
BETH: I didn't think much about that. They were making me mad,
and I thought somebody ought to tell them off.
COUNSELOR: Audience, what do you think about this? Would any-
body like to comment on anything that was said, or does anybody have
any questions to ask of these characters?
CHARLES: Yeah, I'd like to ask Beth if she really believes that stuff

about hurting yourself. What would shit: do if she were Fredjust go
ahead and fail?

The space limitations of the monograph force us to withdraw from
the illustration at this point. There is, however, one further possile
step in the sociodrama process.

10. Explore other possibilities through further enactmentsIf the

group discussion progresses to a point at which there might be value in

enacting a different approach to the problem, the counselor could lead
into the additional enactment as he did the first. A number of enact-
ments, each followed by discussion, can be staged until the time allotted

has been used, until the counselor feels that they have exhausted the
possibilities presented by this problem, or until the discussion has led
into another area of concern. As the discussions progress, students will

often draw on their own personal experiences to illustrate points they
wish to make. The leader again should be careful to be noncritical,
and should also discourage teasing from fellow group members. Where
possible, the group leader should attempt to generalize basic observations

as they appear.
In reenacting the situation there are a number of approaches that

may be utilized to achieve specific objrxtives. Using the "mirror tech-
nique," a new cast may be asked to reenact the original drama exactly

as it was done the first time, to show the original cast how their words

were perceived by the other members of the group. Another technique
would be the reversing of roles. In the illustration John had played the

part of Fred because he believed as he thought Fred did. The group
leader might suggest that he try playing Tom in the next enactment
to see how the situation might look from Tom's viewpoint.
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The group leader may break into the original enactment, if he
feels the need, to ask how a certain character feels about something that
has just been said. In the illustration the group leader could have asked
Tom what he was thinking after Beth's first speech. The more experi-
enced role player can make use of the "soliloquy" in which he might
address the audience directly to tell them how he feels about something
that has been said or done. This would take the form of an" aside to
the audience which is supposedly not heard by the other actors.

SummaryTechniques Which Emphasize Simulation
This section has covered the range of techniques designed to in-

volve the student more intimately in the process by asking that he
imagine himself either in the life or problem of another, or participate
in an enactment of a simulated incident concerned with a problem of
another or of his own. Starting with the illustrative case history, which
asks only that the student imagine himself experiencing the problem,
while the counselor shows how the probleni was dealt with, the account
has gone on to the more involving problem-centered case history, which
stops short of the solution of the problem and asks the student, "What
would you do?"

In the discussion of the case history approach, recognition has been
made of the broad range of material, available from Literature and from
the audio-visual media, that is applicable to this approach, and to most
other approaches to group guidance.

The narrative has then examined the sociodrama, which asks that
the student actively participate in an enactment of the problem and its
possible solutions.

In critique, it has been suggested that the problem-centered case
history and the sociodrama are extremely applicable to the group in
guidance. Fault has been found with the illustrative case history in
that it is relatively short in student involvement.

Role playing can provide some very interesting and effective ses-
sions and will no doubt be welcome in most groups. It should be noted,
however, that a number of researchers are finding that the less neurotic
the group member, the sooner he tires of role playing.

As has been mentioned earlier, these techniques which emphasize
simulation have been placed under the heading, group guidance, because
they all contain some element of structure. The counselor, no matter
how permissive his approach, is still saying, "This is what we will work
with and this is how we are going to work with it." It is still, in a
sense, a class, run by the counselor.

The progression so far in this monograph has been in the direction
of greater student involvement, utilizing simulation as a means to that
end, while retaining some degree of structure. In the next section the
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consideration turns to a sharper reduction of structure in a technique
that, in its purer form, has seen relatively little use, but which possibly
has great potential.
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Chapter II

GROUP COUNSELING

Group Guidance, the collection of techniques that has been dis-
cussed so far, has been around for quite a while. There have been many
books and articles written concernin.; its content. Most counselors have
worked with its various forms with varying degrees of success. They
have staged assemblies; taught homeroom guidance; held career days
and college nights; met with groups of college-bound students, groups
of failing students, groups of future nurses, groups of underachievers,
and groups of many common identities; which they have told how to
get into college, how to get the job, how to study, how to fill out this
or that complicated form; and with which they have discussed dating,

sex, marriage, work, and popularity.
Where their main purpose was to share information, they have

mostly felt that the time and effort were justified. Where they were
concerned with the student's remaining alert enough to hear the in-
formation, they experimented with techniques which combined enter-
tainment with individual student applicability such as those outlined
in the large group section of this monograph. Where they wanted some
indication from the student that he had heard the information they be-
gan to set up buzz groups and listening teams, and went into the small
group to allow for greater student reaction and interaction And where
their intent was that the student should not only hear the information,
but should absorb it and make it part of himself, they sharpened their
small group interaction with an introduction of simulation in such
forms as case histories and sociodrama.

As they progressed through some of these latter techniques they be-
came increasingly concerned with the problem of student attitude.
Agreed, the student was beginning to understand himself and those
around him, but was this understanding producing any real modifica-
tion of attitude? In some cases it was, but in many cases the techniques
were not able to penetrate through the thought processes to the feelings.
The counselors did not want to be GOD or even Mr. Orwell's BIG
BROTHER. They did not want to conduct a brain washing laundry
for robots. But they did, at times, hope that some of their group work
might actually have some real effect upon attitudes, that they might
actually cause the changing of some values, or at least cause an emotion
involving examination of values.
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Here, developing, was the problem of communication. All tech-
niques considered so far had some degree of structure in which the
counselor set up goals and outlined procedure, so that, in truth, the
language was his. But is the counselor always able to speak the language
of the counselee?

Here the counselor has seen and is seeing the emerging concept, the
"generation gap." The counselor, in his rather stodgy middle age, is
finding himself trying to hang on to some kind of stable set of values
in a world whirlpool of ever accelerating change. He does not really
understand Existentialism, but he has a growing suspicion that he is
living in an existential world; a world in which, without knowing the
man, his counselees may be thinking with Sartre that life is "an in-

effective passion." Everything is new, and changing so rapidly that peo-
ple have increasing difficulty identifying anything as set. The lucrative
market in hair curlers must share room on the shelf with hair straight-
eners, the hemline going up is meeting the hemline coming down. The
counselor, who once considered himself "Hep" is having trouble recog-
nizing his cousin the "hippy." He tries to take a minute to think of the
concept of wartime sacrifice in a nation of plenty, of "kicks" spawned

of boredom. He has trouble in his mind separating the tragic serious-
ness of the born-of-poverty Detroit race riot from the born-of-plenty Ft.
Lauderdale student riot. He reads of marijuana, psychedelics, and the
Pill; and he studies Hugh Hefner's Philosophy, Jean Paul Sartre's Phi-
losophy, Dr. Timothy Leary's Philosophy, and Ayn Rand's Philosophy.
And then he looks at the pleasant, wholesome looking kid walking down
the halls of his school, and wonders"Can we communicate?" "Am I,
in my bright sport coat and my hush puppies, any closer to this child
than -is King Tut? This bright young thing, smiling so nicely, and so
very polite across the desk. She probably knows quite a bit about my
values, because they are probably close to those of her middle class par-
ents. They are probably filed neatly in the back of her mind under:
Section: What they believe, Subsection: Middle Class, Subsection: Age
35. Can I find her values under: Section: What they believe, Subsec-
tion:. Middle Class, Subsection: Age 17; or must I look under:
Subseciion: sexHefner, Subsection: philos op h yborderline hippy,
parental unexpressed. Does she have me filed away so well that she
can. create a classification for herself to present to me, based on her so-
phisticated knowledge of what a person with my classification wants one

of her age- to be?"
So, realizing that he has not had the effect upon values that he

desired, realizing that in this ever accelerating- world he might possibly

Wire lost contact with many of the counselee generation, and realizing
that the increasing sophistication of his counselees was making ever
more difficult the successful utilization of standard individual counseling
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technioues, the counselor searched for techniques that might help bridge
this gap in communications.

In the course of his search he came upon Group Psychotherapy and
observed it producing. some rather interesting results in areas of atti-
tude and personality Modification. He observed that, in its relative lack
of structure, .it was opening avenues of freer communication and that it
was wedding rather successfully the science of group dynamics with the
fundamentals of individual counseling to produce results he had not been
able to obtahr in either the group alone or in individual counseling
alone. And he set about borrowing some of group psychotherapy's ba-
sic practicls and philosophy and adapting them to his particular needs,
and fitting their utilization to the capabilities of his own training and
background.

Realizing that this new technique he had developed was something
very different from 'what he had been calling group guidance, and that
his adaptation was not really group psychotherapy, the counselor de-
cided that he must give the new technique a new name. Some counsel-
ors reasoned that what they were really doing was counseling a number
of individuals. at .one time, so they called the technique Multiple Coun-
selingand some still do. The majority soon discovered that when they
brought the individual counselees together something happened to those
individuals, and that they wexe no longer working with multiple in-
dividuals, but with a .newly created beingthe group. So they called
the technique, Group Counselingand most of them still do.

WHAT IS GROUP COUNSELING?
Upon finishing this section, the reader is likely to feel that group

counseling had not really been defined. Successful group counseling
seats to be so 'wrapped up in related understanding of counselor role,
counselor attitude, group nature, and group dynamics, that a definition
which really *means anything is difficult to find. The approach in this
section Will be to quote a brief definition and flesh out its bare bones
with additional descriptive comments. Succeeding sections will report
on research into the effectiveness and ineffectiveness of the technique;
will try to describe the make-up of the group; will review the topics usu-
ally' discussed by the group; will discuss what happens in the group,
following its progress from stage to stage; and will try to identify some
of:the hazards faced in the group, and offer suggestions for dealing with
these hazards.

In 1963, Benjamin Cohn, Charles Combs, Edward Gibian, and .Mead
Sniffen collaborated on an article for The Personnel and Guidance Jour-
nal (6) in which they produced this short definition, "Group counseling,
as we iee it, is a dynamic interpersonal process through which individu-
als within the normal range of adjustment work with a peer group and
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with a professionally trained counselor, exploring problems and feel-
ings in an attempt to modify their attitudes so that they are better
able to deal with developmental problems."

To elaborate upon a number of the key phrases:
I. Dynamic interpersonal processEach individual is an integral

part of the group, and the group will not really be a group until each
individual feels his involvement. Participation is active. This is not
to say that each individual is expected to be impatiently waiting his turn
to talk, but that even the non-talker is emotionally reacting to the ver-
bal interaction which surrounds him.

In order to facilitate this process, a relatively permissive atmosphere
is established. This atmosphere allows the individual members enough
security to explore themselves in order to acquire sufficiently accurate
self-knowledge to make wise decisions. Eventually, the permissive at-
mosphere should lead to group acceptance and thus the encourage-
ment of freedom of expression and self-evaluation. Therefore, the group
counseling setting provides a laboratory for the testing of social reality.
There will be more on this difficult aspect later in this secdon.

2. Individuals within the normal range of adjustmentThis is not
psychotherapy. Although at times it would be hard to say that what was
going on at a given time is not identical to the activity at a similar point
in time in the psychotherapeutic process, the school guidance counselor
is not intentionally working with students who are in need of psycho-
therapy. The word "intentionally" is used because it is impossible to
avoid recognizing that, in the public schools in many geographic areas,
group work will be the only treatment available to whatever emotional
adjustment the students may have. Also, the line of demarcation from
the "normal range of adjustment" is a hazy one, so there will be stu-
dents from both sides of the ill-marked line. But, the major emphasis
will be on helping normal individuals to deal effectively with develop-
mental tasks and experiences with which they are undergoing difficulty.

3. Work within a peer groupThe group is, in a sense, the coun-
selor. The guidance counselor is there, in a role thaL will be discussed
later, but it is the entire group which acts to reflect feelings, to clarify
problems, and to allow the individual to find a solution. What emerges
is not a counselor counseling an individual within a group setting, but,
rather, individuals counseling each other within a group structure.
Feelings are shared, ventilation takes place, identification is among mem-
bers of the group with each other, not just the counselor.

4. With a professionally trained counselorThe demands upon the
counselor in group counseling are considerable. He must be skilled in
both group dynamics and counseling. His empathic skills are impor-
tant. His prior knowledge of the individuals in the group places him in
a privileged position. He must structure the group to some degree (if



only to assure that as much structure as possible has been kept out) , help
create a non-judgmental atmosphere, and work to achieve the ideal of
shared leadership within the group. Often he will summarize the dis-
cussion of the group, highlight significant trends, and labor to assure that
the gmup maintains its focus and its proper process.

This role of the counselor-as-group leadex is one of the more dif-
ficult aspects of group counseling to visualize. A comparison of his role
with that of a goalie in ice hockey might aid in visualization. During
most of the game it is hardly noticed that the goalie is there, but he is
mentally and kinetically participating in each move on the ice. He is
constantly ready to meet any surprise thrust, but he doesn't venture far
out to ward it off. If the puck gets dangerously close to the cage, he
still "keeps his cool" and is willing and even eager to allow one of his
fellow team members to keep the puck going in the right direction.
The team members are aware of his presence and secure in that knowl-
edge. They recognize that he is somewhat different and relatively lim-
ited in what he can do under the rules, so they play their game often
as if he was not there. The reader who has followed the analogy this
far, might be reminded at this point that an experienced goalie is almost
always the bearer of many and grievous battle scars.

How is the counselor part of the group, but not really a full-fledged
member? How does he participate fully, but not so as one would notice?
How does he guide the discussion without really moving it? There are
some counselor educators who contend that this is more of an art than
a matter of technique. If this be true, then the chief aim of this section
on group counseling is to provide a few points of art appreciation. If
the reader can conjure up a vision of what good group counseling might
look like, then it is hoped that the artist that must surely be in him, if
he is a good counselor of individuals, will be able to exf:cute a com-
pleted masterwork.

5. Exploring problems and feelings in an attempt to modify their

attitudesDiscussions revolve about the experiences of the students as
they relate to the areas of common interest or concern of the group. The
level of participation is usually one of attitudes and opinions rather
than the deeper feelings of group therapy. Their concern is with the
present and with their problems. This is not usually the place to learn,
but to feel. Reasoned arguments will change few attitudes, but the emo-
tion summoned to make those arguments and to defend one's statements
may have its effect.

6. So that they are better able to deal with developmental prob-

lemsThe group counseling sessions aim at modifying the attitude, not
solving the problem. It is hoped that, with modified attitude, the stu-
dent can solve his own problems. The student, whose problem is in-
ability to study, may learn in the group guidance class how to outline,
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haw to budget his time, how ta skim a reading assignment; but if his
trouble is inability to concentrate, his how-to-study classes will do little
good. In group counseling he may get to the emotions and attitudes
which have been blocking concentration. If these emotions and attitudes
have been dealt with, then he can apply the how-to-study knowledge to
his study problem. In the same way the group counseling sessions can
deal with the emotions, attitudes, and values connected with social ac-
ceptance, academic achievement, family compatibility, behavioral adjust-
ment, and other desirable goals.

It might be well to remember at this point that the foregoing defini-
tion and discussion were concerned with what may be considered the
purer form of group counseling, and that the counselor is almost always
concerned with often rapidly shifting points along the continuum out-
lined earlier in this monograph. Thus, the group discussion of under-
achieving may begin as a rather objective lesson in how-to-study, may
then suddenly become a group counseling session when the counselor
sensed some emotional blocks, and may go through any number of tech-
niques and processes as the counselor pursues his ultimate goal, the
remediation of the underachieving.

RESEARCH STUDIES

When one looks for experimental studies in group counseling, the
first thing noticed is how few there are. The next observation is that
a large number of those conducted prove little or nothing. The com-
ment, "Everybody said they felt better as a result of the experience" sis
hardly experimental proof of success, yet that is what any number of
studies offered as conclusions.

One offered justification for this state of affairs is that, since the
counselor is expected to enter the group without preconceived goals and
with no plans for content, it is rather hard to make any measurement
of the success in reaching goals or in dealing with content. Guidance
is, however, looking for modifications in attitudes and changes in per-
formance, and should, within the school structure, be able to take a long
look at the student before and after his group experience. Therein
should lie the proof of the pudding.

So much for what should be. What is there now that indicates suc-
cess or failure?

1. S. W. Caplan (7) set up experimental and control groups made
up of junior high school boys who had been referred as unruly, anti-
social, unteachable, or incorrigible. The experimental group had group
counseling for a semester. Both the experimental and control groups
had interviews available with their school counselors. The Q tech-
nique was used to measure self and ideal-self concepts at the beginning
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and end of the experimental period. Caplan felt that if a more inte-
grated self-structure results in being less disturbed, less tense, and more
accepting and understanding of others, behavior might improve.

There was an increase in the congruence of the self and the ideal-
self for the experimental group, but not for the control group. In sup-
port of Caplan's hypothesis, the experimental group had a significant
decrease in the number of poor citizenship marks and none had poorer
records. No such significant decrease appeared in the control group.

2. M. M. Ohlsen (8) , and J. Broedel and others (9) assigned twenty-
nine high ability ninth graders to two experimental groups who had
group counseling and two control groups who had no counseling. The
group counseling groups met twice a week for eight weeks. Using as
criteria such measures as academic performance, self-acceptance, and
effectiveness of interpersonal relationships, the authors found significant
growth in the experimental group over the control group on at least
two of the three criteria. They later gave group counseling to the con-
trol group and produced similar improvement in one of the three cri-
teria. A follow-up eighteen months after counseling showed that the
achieved gains had been maintained.

3. G. E. Jensen (10) held small-group counseling sessions for pri-
mary school underachievers and found that the group members showed
improvement in achievement and ability to do independent class work.

4. A. M. Brach (11) reported that group counseling resulted in im-
proved behavior in seventh grade boys in class and in discussions.

5. M. R. Stockey (12) compared the effectiveness of group counsel-
ing, individual counseling, and employment among adolescent boys with
adjustment. problems, and found that the boys in the counseled groups
showed significant improvement in adjustment, while neither the em-
ployed nor the control group did.

6. C. P. Froelich (13) compared pre-counseling and post-counsel-
ing counselee ratings of their own abilities with their DAT scores for an
individual counseled group and a group counseled group. There was
a slight indication that group counseling is more effective in terms .of
the criteria than is individual counseling. "Insofar as the criteria used
in the study reflect desirable counseling outcomes, the findings do not
support the claims that counseling must be individual."

Reports of failure are rather difficult to find. This might possibly
be because most investigators are not really eager to rush into print
with reports of failures, or it might have something to do with the jour-
nal publisher's lack of interest in publishing failure-reporting manu-
scripts. The following final research report is included in the belief that
it may be representative of legions of similar less successful studies, and
as a tribute to the unknown failure study that fought and died in
oblivion.
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7. M. L. Fa lick, B. Rubenstein, and M. Levitt (14) used as their
vehicle for group counseling a psychotherapeutic club for seven emo-
tionally disturbed boys in a Michigan public school. The atmosphere was
permissive in the extreme. It was so permissive, in fact, that the thera-
pist did not prevent the boys from using a cat they had caught as a soc-
cer ball until it was dead. Of the four boys whose follow-ups are
reported, one was increasingly masochistic, one was an anxiety-ridden
homosexual, and two were incarcerated. Even here, failure was not
complete. The writers stated that the experiment provided valuable
insight for the therapist.

Even though the experimental proof of success is not overwhelm-
ing in its magnitude of quantity or quality, this young, relatively un-
tried technique does not stand condemned or even unsupported. The
shortage of experimental evidence is possibly due more to a long-standing
reluctance to engage in meaningful educational research than to any
shortcoming of the technique itself.

THE COMPOSI TION OF THE GROUP
Unfortunately, much more has been written regarding the types of

individuals who should be excluded from group counseling than has
been reported relating to who should be included in this process. Gen-
erally, a good candidate for a counseling group will be one who recog-
nizes the need for assistance, who is ready to talk about his concern%
and who appears to fit into a group. Conversely, those the writers would
exclude from the group are those who are extremely aggressive or domi-
nant, who are anti-authority, or who are non-reality oriented or socio-
pathic.

There are, of course, a very large number of students who are un-
derachievers who are sincerely concerned and want to do something about
the situation. There are a number that are not popular and would like
desperately to be accepted. And there are many that are confused about
a large and varied number of things, who will eagerly cooperate in ef-
forts to become less confused. These students make fine group members,
and the counselor who is just beginning to work with group counseling
would probably do well to stick to these groups initially. But the coun-
selor, who has experienced some of the exaltation of success with these
less challenging groups, is urged to try his hand (on a small scale) with
the anti-authority fellow and some of his brothers. There is little doubt
that his success batting average will drop considerably, but the satisfac-
tion to be gained from a few hits in this league may be worth the
effort

One reason for urging that the counselor try some work with some
of the excluded types is that often there is nothing else available. Re-
ferral is fine, but how many from these excluded classifications are re-
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ferred, as against the number who are just allowed to go on from one
detention and suspension to another until the day they can drop out?
If there is nothing else for them, and if the counselor has the confidence
and some experience, he might consider giving them a try. Failure is
often no worse than inaction.

Assuming that more than one group is possible, who should be in
a particular group? Should they all be of the same sex? The authori-
ties appear to be in conflict in this regard. In the absence of definitive
dictates, it might be wise to conclude tentatively that heterosexual com-
position is acceptable until pubescence; that during the junior high
school and early high school years, when youngsters are struggling to
achieve an acceptable sex role, unisexual composition is preferable; and
that in the later secondary school years heterogeneity of sex is reason-
able. These would be only very rough guidelines. The counselor must
consider the problems being discussed and the intellectual and/or emo-
tional maturity of the group in deciding upon its composition.

Age of group members is another factor. It is generally accepted
that no more than a two year span of chronological age ihould charac-
terize any counseling group. This conclusion stems from the concept
of the desirability of similarities in developmental stages.

If possible, individuals who are intimately associated outside of
the group, such as close friends or relatives, should not be placed within
the same group. This restriction is, of course, not always possible in
the smaller schools where the number of groups dealing with a particular
area of problems is extremely limited.

It is beyond this point that the matter of group counseling as an
art again appears. The experimental counselor-artist will soon develop
a sense of the personalities that can best be mixed to form a functioning
group. A liberal amount of introversion here with just a dash of extro-
version to underline the main points, or an equal amount of both to
create a 'balance; a total field of dominance, or almost all submissives
with a pinch of dominance in an attempt to tone down the latter hue;
equal parts of over, average, and underachievers, or just enough average
achievement to give balance to a bright field of underachieversit's an
art.

HOW MANY, WHERE, AND WHEN?

Prescriptions for group size vary in the literature and appear to be
derived more from intuition than from empirical research. Consensus
appears to be that desirable size would take into consideration a lower
limit of five and an upper limit of ten individuals. In the absence of
definitive research, however, it would be well for the counselor to bear
in mind Herbert A. Thaelan's generalization of "least group size." (15)
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"The size of a group should be the smallest group in which it is pos-
sible to have representcd at a functional level all the achievement
(content resources) and socialization (group process) skills required for
the particular learning activity (task) at hand."

The physical aspects of the counseling group are also important.
There are some who argue that the very fact that group counseling ses-
sions are held in the school works against the creation of the desired
accepting atmosphere. Chances are, however, that no other workable al-
ternatives are available. Therefore, the room in which group counseling
takes place should be as free as possible from distracting reminders of
the school's authority (bells, telephones, intercom systems, etc.) .. The
typical physical form is to place group members in a circular or semi-
circular arrangement with the counselor also seated as a part of the
group. The majority of writers in the field seem to feel that no tables
or desks should be in the room, stating that such physical objects present
psychological barriers to unfettered communication.

One large table or a circle of desks may possibly have a number of
advantages. It allows for doodling, lounging, object fiddling, and other
such relaxing pastimes. There possibly could be produced an equally
sound psychological argument that the table affords a psychological
senie of security to those who would feel too suddenly undressed, sit-
ting there with hands in lap or arms crossed and nothing else between
them and those they might, at the outset, perceive as their examiners.

Two further administrative decisions, that relating to time and that
relating to the open or closed nature of the group, must be made. Most
authorities agree that, at least for middle and later adolescence, ninety
minutes per session represents an ideal duration for such a group coun:
seling session. Because of administrative convenience, however, it is
likely that the duration of group counseling sessions in the school will
correspond to a period's length. Another aspect of time is the problein
of sessions. Again, because of the school setting, the number of sessions
typically occur once or twice a week for a period of an academic semes-
ter or, less frequently, for an entire school year.

Closed groups are those which admit 'no new members after the
initial session. Open groups, on the other hand, are those which permit
new members to enter to take the place of members of the group whip
may leave, or to augment the number of members already in the group.
Because of the complexity of group developinent and because of the reli:
tively short duration of most counseling groups in a school, it is probably
advisable to run closed counseling groups in an educational setting.
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GROUP MEMBER SELECTION
Concomitant with the composition of the group is the method of

selecting the group members. The counselor may become aware of po-
tential group members through teacher or administration referral,
through an examination of failure reports, or through a close look at
the cumulative record; but his actual selection of the group members
must be through the individual interview. It is only in the interview
that the counselor can decide how and where this potential group
member will fit, and it is here that the counselor can anticipate the role
the counselee will play upon entering the group, and can plan his own
approach to the group atmosphere this counselee's presence will create.

Equally important in the interview is the chance to prepare the
counselee for the group experience and to hopefully assure his positive
motivation. In this age of psychological sophistication there should be
as little implication as possible that this is all some magical hocus-pocus
which he could not possibly understand. The counselor must present
himself as a real person and, in nis explaitation of what they will be
trying to do in the group, must "level" with the counselee, with in
honest presentation and an equally honest effort to answer all queg-
tions and expressed reservations the counselee may have.

WHAT DO THEY TALK ABOUT?
In most of the group guidance techniques that have been dis-

cussed so far, the counselor decided what the discussion topic will be.
In group counseling, while usually knowing just where he wants the
discussion to go, he has little or no topic structure planned. The stu-
dent membe:s of the group have learned that they are going to be able
to talk about anything they want to. It is quite natural that the coun-
selor may experience a touch of anxiety at this point.

Marilyn Bates, whose article, "Themes in Group Counseling with
Adolescents," (16) will form the base for this section, opens her article
with an apt description of this counselor apprehension.

"Since the unexpected confrontation is the expected encounter in
group counseling, even the seasoned group counselor approaches each
session with an edge of anxiety, knowing he needs all the professional
skill he can muster to deal with the complex nuances of the group's
dynamics. The inexperienced group counselor may approach his first
session naively confident that his individual counseling skills will carry
him through the complexities of the group process, but it only requires
a few grueling sessions to raise his panic level to the red button stage.
Unfortunately, there are no panic buttons in the group counseling room.
There is only a small group of students putting trust in the professional
skills of the group counselor."
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While the unexpected could not be completely removed from any
counseling session, it was felt that the counselor might be better pre-
pared for the experience if he were acquainted with the themes that
most often come up. Bates and some fellow counselors studied tapes of
group counseling sessions over a period of a year and identified seven
themes which "seem to account for much of the group counseling con-
tent when the counselees are adolescents."

We will list here the seven themes as Bates has labeled them, and
comment, along with Bates, on each.

1. My VicesThis theme seems to appear early in most groups and
then disappear, seldom to be mentioned in later sessions. It is possible
that the student is often using it to test the counselor, and the non-judg-
mental nature of the group. Smoking is usually there, followed by
drinking. Often the discussion becomes quite serious with students go-
ing into the reasons for the "vices," the consequences, the rationaliza-
tions, and finally the true reasons for the behavior. The students usu-
ally conclude that the main reason the vices are attractive is that they
are forbidden, but seldom "suggest seriously that teen-agers be allowed
more freedom in these areas."

2. Outwitting The AdultsThis theme seems to occur in almost
every session. The students seem to look upon it as a game and expect
io lose as often as not. Here the counselor has to show great restraint
of his rather natural inclination to show disapproval. Bates notes that, if
the counselor sticks to reflecting and clarifying, "he can be almost sure
that group members will themselves present society's Views of right and
wrong."

3. Problem ParentsThis theme appears almost a.s frequently as
"Outwitting the Adults." While the previous theme was treated as a
lightly heId game, "the parental relationship theme usually appears with
overtones of pathos, and involves the adolescent's struggle for identity.
It also involves deep feelings and often deep pain," and is returned to
again and again during the sessions.

"The students seem almost desperate at times as they explore tin
parent-child relationship, but the process of talking about their feelings
and problems in the safety of the group counseling Atuation seems to
lessen tensions, even though the problem is insoluble for the time be-
ing."

The teen-agers have two main complaint areas under this heading.
The first is their resentment at being told what to do. They feel that
they are old enough to know what to do and resent parental prompting.
The second main complaint deals with their "resentment over not being
able to make plans with friends because parents reserve the right to make
last-minute changes."
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4. My Brother, The BratThe familiar sibling rivalry theme, while
full of expressions of hostility, does not appear to "involve as deep a
feeling as does the parental relationship theme." Bates, recognizing the
group as a "substitute family," also places under this heading the
verbal fights that often break out between group members.

5. My Public Image"The adolescent's struggle to clarify a value
system, which parallels and permeates his developmental task of seeking
to discover 'Who am I?' seldom emerges as a clear-cut theme, but will
thread in and out of the sessions as the students examine the behavior of
both adults and young people. The intense preoccupation with self, par-
ticularly the physical self of the teen-ager, makes this topic a very sen-
sitive one for both boys and girls. At times it takes the form of trying to
determine the 'proper' way to behave in public."

The students will often pass rather frank judgments upon the per-
sonal appearance and personality characteristics of their fellow group
members.

"The degree to which the 'My Public Image' theme contributes to
a change or clarification of self-concept is difficult to assess. Silent mem-
bers may be gaining as much as the more vocal members. As much de-
velopment may take place between sessions as during sessions. Of this
we can be certain: the 'Public Image' theme constitutes an important
part of group counseling."

6. Nobody Loves MeAs the group progresses and as the "mem-
bers have learned to feel comfortable with each otherand with the
counselor," there develops "a common reaction which can be identified
as the student's feeling of helplessness, his feeling of being an insig-
nificant cipher in a world that belongs to the adults."

7. Let's Change The RulesIn discussions of the school and stu-
dent life, most students get around to offering suggestions for the im-
provement of the school. Often this is not approached too seriously, but
sometimes there is a real drive for action. The counselor has to be
on the alert lest he be pushed into a position of defending or criticizing
school rules. At times he also may, if not careful, find himself pushed
into being the group's spokesman with the administration. The sugges-
tions can, at times, result in sensible action, but the counselor should
see that the initiative for such action is the student'4.

STARTING THE GROUP SESSION
As suggested under the heading, "Group Member Selection," the

group really starts with the individual interview. There the counselee
is prepared for the group experience, and the counselor develops some
idea of the directions the group is likely to take.

If the counselor has done an adequate job of preparation in the in-
dividual interview, the members of the group will know why they are
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there, and Will have a rather clear picture of what will possibly occur,
and of what part they are expected to play in the proceedings. The
counselor may briefly again outline the ground rules and discuss why
they are there. This repetition of the information in front of the entire
group may serve to assure each member that what he has been told in-
diiridually is just what the others have been told, and thus may help
to Convince him that the counselor is being completely honest with him
and with the group.

While there are those who advocate varying degrees of silence on
the counselor's part at the beginning of the first session, the preferred
appioach appears to be one of honest and complete explanation.
Most of today's teen-agers and many pre-teens are too psychologically
sophisticated to be dealt with, with any degree of what they may term
mumbo-jumbo. They have seen groups on television and in motion
pictures; and have (read about them in the Sunday supplements and in
the women's imgazines. They know a lot of the jargon, so it is wise
to be honest with them, or they will not play along. The counselor
should get in with a quick, honest explanation, and then pull back and
let them take it from there.

WHAT HAPPENS?
Now that the group has started, where does it go? The counselor

knows what they might talk about, but how does he know that he has
something more than a bull session? If this gathering is to become a
group, how will it go about this metamorphosis? What happens within
this gathering as it becomes a group and acts as a group?

There are many descriptions of the life stages of groups, but one of
the' beit, in relation 'to counseling groups in an educational setting, is
that offered by Theodore M. Mills (17) . While Mill's analysis is di-
rected toward learning groups in general, his findings appear to parallel
the life cycle of counseling groups. Mills identifies five basic periods
in the life cycle of groups. We will use his labels for these periods, and
borrow heavili from his discussion of the conditions and activity within
these periods.

1. The EncounterThe encounter phase is marked by skepticism
and unsureness on ',the parts of the group members. They are naive and
self-conscious. A good deal of stress and anxiety is generated by the
uncertainty of the situation, the counselor's role, fellow group members,
and the .proposed process. Much inhibition is in evidence as members
begin to approach the focus of the counseling. It is here especially that
assurances of protection must be offered if issues of strain are to be
resolved. Here, too, the goals of the group must be made clear and
assimilated by each group member. It is typically during the encounter
phase that the attrition of group members is highest. Some members
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will rush headlong into the task; others will experience disillusionment;
still others will physically or psychologically withdraw from the group.
Finally, this early phase is likely to be characterized by a good deal of
negative expression which will gradually increase throughout the stages
of group development and then will just as gradually subside. The en-
counter stage generally is in evidence for at least several group sessions
and frequently extends for a period of many sessions.

2. Testing Boundaries and Modeling RolesAfter the encounter
stage, some members may be described as committed to the goals and
process of the counseling group while others become aggressive or with-
draw. The group members begin to test limits and to model new be-
havioral roles. Each member will assay his contribution to the group
by such diverse strategies as remaining silent, challenging others, being
absent, or by a variety of other behaviors. Attempts will be made to
manipulate the counselor into more conventional, directive, and ap-
praising modes of behavior. Tests of safe psychological distances are
made among members and the counselor. These include the depth of
self-revelation and the tolerance to opposing ideas or feelings that will
be acceptable. This stage is, then, largely one of exploration and ex-
amination.

3. Negotiating an Indigenous Normative SystemHaving achieved
a sense of goal direction, having determined appropriate roles, and hav-
ing realized the limits of the group, group members typically attempt to
legislate an enabling set of norms. Controls and sanctions begin to
emerge to guide the type of interpersonal relations and topics that will
prevail. Members' rights are delineated and a new set of ideas emerges
concerning what members can and should do independently of the coun-
selor. It is here that the group may covertly or overtly revolt against
the counselor. Group members who have withdrawn either participate
or they are ostracized during this phase of the counseling group. Thus,
the group defines and legislates what it should be. It becomes unique
a counseling group with its own values, norms, internal arrangements,
and outlook.

4. ProductionThe nature of the task fully understood and ac-
cepted, menthers now work toward actual production. Insights gained
into process and into each other will be applied. Members aid their
fellow members to grapple with unresolved issues and concerns. Reality-
testing is strongly manifested. Insights gained within the group are
expressed in behavior outside the group setting.

5. SeparationThe fact of separation or group termination is
in a complex set of demands and issues. Typically, highly emotional e7...
pressions will characterize the last few sessions. If the counseling &Loup
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has dealt with previous stages in an effective manner, much positive ex-
pression will be manifested. Group member roles are reviewed and
benefits which have been gained are enumerated.

For the sports minded counselor who has survived our goalie
analogy, we might condense the life of a group into a trip around the
bases in baseball.

The group, in traveling to first base, is busy becoming a group. The
individual member is busy looking around, getting acquainted with
this new thing, sizing up the other group members, figuring out just what
this counselor is up to, and deciding whether he can afford to give
up some of his identity to this larger unit. Can he let go and reveal
any of his real feelings? Can he become involved in the problems of
others and allow himself to feel with and for them? In place of being
one lone small body, can he become an integral part of a larger body?
By the time the group slides into first base, some of the members will
have decided to give at least part of themselves to the group, and the
group is born.

In the trip to second base, the members are occupied with testing
this group that they have tentatively joined. There will be ventilation,
sounding off, partially from relief at the opportunity and partly to see
just how much the group can take. There will be a groping and a
drawing back. There will be trial and error experimentation. And
hopefully, there will begin to be a real interchange of ideas and an
interaction of feelings. If all goes well, the group born at first, will
reach second standing up, firmly in control of its functioning.

On the way to third base, the now functioning group will begin to
gain social insights from the interchange and interaction. For some
members, the ventilation will have its psychoanalytic effect in reli( ving
tensions and anxieties. For others, the acquiring of new ideas will
broaden their perspective, and the defense of previously held ideas will
lead to their strengthening or to legitimate question of their worth. And
to some there comes an involvement in the feelings of others and a
realization that their own feelings are being felt by the other mem-
bers. As it reaches third base, the functioning of the group has produced
in the more involved members a workable set of insights, and in the less
involved, possibly at least the idea that there might be something there
that they had not previously recognized.

In the dash for home the insight equipped members are putting
their newly acquired insights into action, both within the group and in
the world of reality outside the group. Its purpose accomplished, the
group begins to separate. The counselor may want to recap the game,
outlining the benefits received. But he should not keep them in the ball
park long. If the members have been playing the game, they already un-
derstand most of what they need to know. If they have been sitting on
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the bench, the recap is going to be of little value. So, sum up quick,
and get out of the park.

HAZARDS AND SUGGESTIONS
Things can go wrong. Not every base runner gets all the way

home. Even the group member who enters the group sincerely wanting
help, more often than not enters plagued by fears of what may happen
to him there. There is the all-important adolescent fear of being ridi-
culed. There is the fear of being hurt by others, the fear of hurting oth-
ers, the fear of exposure of his personality (most people don't know
how rotten I really am, and ies better that I keep it that way) , the fear
that his trouble will be intensified by association with others who have
similar troubles (an unwillingness to identify with the group), and the
fear that what is said there will be spread around outside the group.
The counselor must recognize that these fears exist and seize every op-
portunity in the early sessions to provide assurance.

It has been suggested that the experienced group leader try some
groups which contain members who really do not recognize any need for
help. It is not advocated that a student be dragged screaming and
struggling into the group meeting room. But there are those behavioral
problems and underachievers who would just as soon sit in the per-
missive group as in the disciplined study hall. They will sit there, but
they are going to resist to the limit any serious involvement in the
group. In working with these fellows, who preferably fAre alsu being in-
dividually counseled, the counselor might be wise to mix hia group,
adding a few who want help. Remembering Bates' comment that if the
counselor sticks to reflecting and clarifying, "he can be almost sure that
group members will themselves present society's views of right and
wrong," it is well to have a few members in the group who are likely
to express these views. The danger in overloading the group with re-
luctant members is that the main business of the group will possibly
be the reinforcing of all the negative and anti-social views held by the
members.

If, even with a 'balanced group, the counselor finds that this is hap-
pening, he might step in more directly and ask that they examine what
they are doing, and challenge them to show what can be accomplished
by this approach. Here the counselor becomes, so to speak, the devil's
advocate, presenting a side that is not being heard and asking them to
tear it apart. The counselor should be sure that the group is not going
to work it out by itself before he steps into this role. This is the step
just short of admission of defeat.

Another problem the counselor faces is that of getting the group to
think of him in his role of group leader rather than as a teacher or
counselor. No matter what he says that he,is, there will be many who
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will be trying, especially in the early sessions, to look for signs of
leader approval and disapproval. Some, on seeing none, will try even
harder to say or do something calculated to bring forth one of these
responses. The counselor 'has to be extremely sensitive to these attempts,
and as careful in the way he deflects them.

A related problem is that of over-withdrawal on the part of the
counselor. If the discussion is going well, with all students involved,
there is a great temptation to sit back and play the passive spectator.
Just as the goalie cannot very well sit out the well played game, so the
counselor must be there in full mental involvement to keep this group
on the move.

There are many other hazards, including some that will be unique
to the next group the counselor enters. Here again, the artist must
step in and deal with each as it appears, in a manner best suited to the
situation. Here, possibly even more than in individv al counseling, the
counselor must play it by ear, and pray that his ear is sharp and his
wits quick.

SUMMARY
In the preceding consideration of group counseling, the technique

has been examined from a variety of viewpoints. A discussion of defini-
tion has attempted to establish that this point on the continuum of
technique and process has a number of unique values which justify its
careful consideration, and to note that it is not given to simple defini-
tion and classification. A look at some of the experimental studies has
shown that, although the number of well constructed studies is small,
there is considerable evidence of the technique's success. Composition
and selection of the group have been discussed, and the counselor has
been offered a preview of the counseling session, in which he has been
given some idea of what the group members talk about and how they go
about doing that talking. Acknowledging that there are hazards to be
faced in this relatively esoteric technique, the discussion has concluded
with a consideration of some of those hazards, and some suggestions for
dealing with them.
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Chapter III

GROUP PSYCHOTHERAPY

As indicated earlier, the discussion of this area of techniques will
be extremely brief. The aim here is not to present a blueprint for ac-
tion, but to give the counselor some idea of what might be in store for
the student or adult who has been referred to the psychotherapist be-
cause of the depth or complexity of his problems. It is expected also
that the counselor will be able to extract from this discussion some ele-
ments which are useful in understanding the therapeutic values of groups
as more broadly conceived.

This discussion will begin with a few comments concerning the
field of group psychotherapy itself, then go into a consideration of the
field of psychodrama from which group counseling and sociodrama have
borrowed much, and will close with a short discussion of play therapy
and activity therapy.

GROUP PSYCHOTHERAPY
J. L. Moreno (18) lists twenty-three methods of group psychotherapy

which will be listed here only by name to give an idea of the range of
possibilities:

1. socioanalytic group psychotherapy, 2. the group analytic ap-
proach, 3. psychoanalysis of groups, 4. group dynamics, 5. eclectic
group psychotherapy, 6. group oriented psychodrama, 7. multiple group
psychotherapy, 8. family group psychotherapy, 9. marriage therapy,
10. bi-focal psychodrama and bi-focal group psychotherapy, 11. didac-
tic group psychotherapy, 12. therapeutic community (Fort Logan
Mental Health Center, Denver, Colorado) , 13. the total all-inclusive
therapeutic community (Synanon) , 14. treatment at a distance, 15.
telephone therapy, 16. group hypnosis, 17. hypnodrama, 18. drug in-
duced group psychotherapy and psychodrama, 19. television psycho-
drama, 20. therapeutic motion pictures, 21. social psychiatry and so-
ciatry, 22. training methods, and 23. mass psychiatry and the open pub-
lic session.

Renata Adler (19) narrows this list down for us, "Aside from
peripheral innovations, however, the basic methodological categories for
group therapy appear to be five: the Slavsonian, originated by Samuel
R. Siavson, in which the therapist himself deals with each person in

f
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turn, and which is, essentially, individual therapy in the presence of
commenting bystanders; the exhortive-inspirational, in which the thera-
pist, with the backing of the group, attempts what amounts to the re-
education of every member; the Whitaker-Lieberman, in which the
therapist regards the whole group as an independent organism, en-
courages acting-out, and treats the feelings and actions of individual
members merely as symptoms of ambivalence within a single group per-
sonality (a characteristic remark on the part of the therapist would be,
"I feel the group is hurt and angry today") ; the Bionite, in which all
group behavior is analyzed in terms of the three phylogenetic motives
that the English psychiatrist Wilfred Ruprecht Bion postulated for
man's gathering in groups in the first placepairing, flight or escape, and
workand in which the therapy group serves as a model for the social
world outside; and the self-determining, self-analyzing group, with mixed
techniques, in which the therapist is simply a trained (and, preferably,
himself a previously analyzed) occasional participant as well as guide."

The Adler article is an extremely interesting one, describing in de-
tail the activities of a privately financed therapy group of neurotic adults
Who are in vPluntary attendance.

Also mentioned in the article are some indications that psycho-
therapy has little more to offer as proof of success than group counseling
does. The author mentions that in "The Effects of Psychotherapy," by
H. J. Eysenck in the International Journal of Psychiatry, and in an un-
published survey made for the American Psychoanalytic Association by
Harry Weinstock"Both reveal no appreciable difference between peo-
ple who have undergone psychotherapy and people who have not, and no
statistical evidence that psychotherapy does 'patients any good at all."

This rather depressing statement is followed by one of the brightest
spots to be found in the search for proof that we possibly have some-
thing of worth in the psychotherapy-group counseling approaches. The
article discusses Daytop Lodge, a cure center for drug addicts on Staten
Island since September 1963, where group therapy is used extensively and
where they claim the rate of standard absolute cure is 75% as against a
cure rate of only 10% at the regular type of drug addiction cure center
at the Public Health Service Hospital in Lexington, Kentucky. Also
mentioned in Synanon, organized by Charles Dederich in California,
whose success has been discussed in a number of our leading popular
magazines.

Flow is Group Psychotherapy Different From Group Counseling?
There is great disagreement among the authorities concerning the

differences between the two. Some say that there is no difference, others
view group counseling as an instructional technique Between these two
extremes is a view which defines three areas of difference: 1. The group
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psychotherapist has, in most cases, a richer psychological background and
is thus better equipped to spot and deal with mental illness. 2. The depth
of the maladjustment treated by group psychotherapy is usually greater.
There are some that say this is the core of tlie difference, that the tech-
niques are really pretty much the same, that it is the nature of the
ma'adjustment that determines the treatmelt. 3. The group counselor
in the school setting is mainly interested in changing attitudes, while the
group psychotherapist is interested in changing personalities.

As educational group counseling matures and as the counselor edu-
cation programs prepare counselors to function at the level of maturity,
the line between the two will probably become less and less distinct.
One counselor in an advanced seminar recently stated that he felt the
group counselor could go as far into the realm of group psychotherapy
as he had the confidence to go. The reply here is, "Counselor, know
thyself." Take a good look at yourself, and judge at what depth you can
still function. If you have student problems that are beyond your
depth, and there are referral resources awilable, use them. But if you
have tough student problems of a nature that, does not usually call for
referral, where nothing would be done if you did not do it, then draw
on your training and experience, and use that confidence to propel
you into the group counseling chamber.

PSYCHODRAMA
Psychodrama, which is really the parent of sociodrama, places the

problem experiencing individual upon the stage. There, often with the
aid clf trained personnel, but also with the possible use of untrained
members of the group, he enacts his problem or tries to show dramatically
the conflicts that are plaguing him. Presumably, this spontaneous act-
ing-out of a problem situation releases tension and helps the individual
to gain self-insight.

While the sociodrama is extremely applicable to the school situa-
tion, the psychodrama is little used outside the psychiatrist's domain.
There are some who feel that, with modifications, the technique can be
used in the school, but the greater number seem to have reservations
based upon at least two considerations. First, it is felt that, because cf
the intensely personal and probing nature of the approach, only the
most skilled and experienced of therapists should venture to handle the
technique. Second, there is the feeling held by some, that this is ex-
ploitation of the counselee. Once he is on the stage, even if the stage is
more figurative than physical, it becomes rather difficult to "chicken
out" and the student may find himself revealing much more about him-
self than he cares to, or probably should, to a group of peers with which
he has to continue living during the day-to-day existence of school life.
In sociodrama, and even in the deeper moments of group counseling,
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he can verbally clothe himself in a protective garb of third person pro-
nouns and "what if's." In psychodrama there is no place to hide as he
lays himself bare, and it just might be a bit uncomfortable walking the
halls in this emotionally naked state.

That this is a legitimate concern is recognized by those who pro-
mote psychodrama's usage. A. K. Fink (20) states, "A very real danger
does exist, however, in that sometimes what goes under the name of
psychodrama lacks the basic democratic spirit and in truth is really a
violation of the method. We e e this in the case of the director who is
really a protagonist and who, under the guise of helping a group re-
solve a problem, is in truth attempting to force the group to be con-
cerned with his own problem. We see this too when the director,
instead of allowing insights to grow organically out of the drama and
out of the group sharing of its common experience, attempts to force
the group to accept his own perceptions of what has occurred. We see
malpractice also, when persons are forced onto the stage unwillingly,
or are asked to pursue matters which they are unready to reveal. The
only real safeguard in the long-run seems to be a concentration on a
fuller understanding of the method and a more total commitment to
democracy on the part of all concerned. As these are emphasized, pro-
tagonists will be encouraged to demand that their human rights be
respected, and groups will be more ready to stand fast in their deter-
mination not to tolerate attempts at manipulation."

Counselors will find a very interesting illustration of this technique,
in which the group mernber is asked Li present a living sociogram of
his family, in Barbara Seabourne's "The A ction Sociogram." (21)

PLAY THERAPY
Play therapy is a therapeutic gi-oup technique designed for use

with younger children who do not possess the verbal fluency required
for participation in counseling groups. It is generally acknowledged,
however, that play therapy groups require a highly trained, highly
skilled therapist. Since it is doubtful that most elementary schools will
have the services of a professional qualified in this area, it is likely that
the technique will be used sparingly in educational institutions. How-
ever, the play therapy structure may be used by elementary school coun-
selors for dbservation and understanding of children rather than as a
therapeutic medium.

In play therapy, children are allowed to get their feelings into the
open. They act out emotionally their feelings about a situation and thus
release tension, relieve anxieties, and gain perspective. The play mate-
rials represent objects that permit the children to represent everyday
reactions to life. A permissive atmosphere encourages free and spon-
taneous play.
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Haim G. Ginott (22) maintains that play therapy groups are
valuable because they facilitate establishment of therapeutic relation-
ships, accelerate catharsis, aid attainment of insight, augment opportuni-
ties for reality-testing, and provide channels for socially accepted be-
havior. He suggests that children who can benefit from such groups
are those who are withdrawn or immature, who have phobic reactions,
who manifest conduct or habit disorders, or who are extremely ac-
quiescent. Further, effeminate boys might find the experience valuable.
Conversely, those who should be excluded from play therapy groups are
children with intense sibling riva hies, sociopathic reactions, accelerated
sexual drives, extreme aggression, and gross stress reaction.

Typically, about five children of the same age but of different per-
sonality characteristics constitute a play therapy group. As in group
counseling, these children should have little contact outside of the group
and should be of mixed sexes, except during the latency period. Play
groups are generally open groups and are heterogeneous with regard to
intelligence.

The counselor who employs play therapy groups for observation pur-
poses has some broad guidelines to draw upon. For example, normal
children in play groups rather easily form personal relationships, have
a good time using play materials, sublimate the more primitive drives and
substitute more acceptable outlets, and show few extreme affect reactions.
Neurotic children may be excessively inhibited or aggressive. Brain-
damaged children are often hyperactive, possess poor motor control,
are socially inept, become fixated on minutiae, or evidence a variety
of speech disorders. Mentally retarded children have difficulty playing
with toys in any sort of meaningful or creative way. Psychotic children
often play in a bizarre manner. They frequently insulate themselves,
have distorted reactions to any sort of pain, evidence a language dis-
turbance, or insist on the preservation of sameness.

Thus, the creation of special small groups can provide a laboratory
for observation and understanding if the counselor has sufficient knowl-
edge of child growth and development.

ACTIVITY GROUP THERAPY
Activity group therapy is a technique designed for use with pre-

adolescents and is very much akin to play therapy in technique. Hence
it may provide the counselor in the middle school with a setting to ob-
serve and to understand children. Activity therapy, like play thera,py,
requires an extremely skilled and well trained therapist. Therefore,
this technique, too, will largely be utilized for child study purposes
rather than for therapeutic purposes in educational institutions.
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Activity therapy as originally conceived and as later amended, is
intended for use with children possessing rather severe personality dis-
orders. Within a permissive, neutral atmosphere they are given oppor-
tunity to act out hostile feelings, tc relate to other children, and to de-
velop acceptable methods of coping with tensions or frustration. If the
counselor in a middle school setting can organize a group of this sort,
it is likely that he will gain insights into the dynamics of the group
members. It is doubtful, however, if any therapeutic value will emerge
unless the counselor is considerably skilled in the technique.

SUMMARY
This discussion of the group psychotherapeutic techniques has

aimed at providing a brief overview of the range of group activity that
is available beyond the high school counseling room, so that the coun-
selor may know of its existence, and may also gain a richer knowledge
and understanding of the therapeutic values of groups.

The discussion has explored the differences between group coun-
seling and group psychotherapy, has taken a look at psychodrama and
noted its similarities to sociodrama while alerting the counselor to the
possible dangers in its use by untrained practitioners, and has briefly
considered play therapy and activity group therapy with their possible
value to the school counselor in providing an opportunity for obser-
vation of child behavior.
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Chapter IV
POTPOURRI

ln the writing of this paper it has occurred to the author that he
has at times left some important areas undiscussed, and other areas not
properly stressed. Of course, in a paper of this length we cannot hope
to adequately cover all aspects of this multifaceted field. We would like,
in this section, to offer a few rather random thoughts on some diverse
aspects that we feel should be at least mentioned before concluding
the paper.

APPLICATION OF TECHNIQUES BY GRADE LEVEL
Quite a bit has been written concerning the proper techniques that

should be used at each grade level. Most of the better books written
on the subject of group counseling have been written by authors who
were, at the time of writing, working at the collegiate level. As a re-
sult, although they at times refer to the application of their techniques
to the high school and elementary levels, they illustrate these techniques
with college level protocols. The high school or elementary school coun-
selor is often left, with some justification, wondering how well these
techniques will fit in the grade level with which he is working.

While there is much of value written about the content that inter-
ests students at different grade levels, the chief conclusion concerning
technique seems to be that students in the lower grade levels are less
verbal than their high school and college brothers and sisters. It is
thus advocated that such techniques as play therapy fit the lower grade
levels much better than do the more verbal group counseling ap-
proaches. However, the reader is again reminded that the use of pure
techniques will be rare, and that he will be selecting from the continuum
those techniques, or parts of techniques that best fit the immediate situ-
ation.

The first grade teacher who is observing her students in a modified
form of play therapy, may suddenly see an opportunity for a bit of
simple role playing, which in turn may lead into a discussion which has
many of the aspects of a group counseling session.

In a ninth grade group guidance class, the counselor might spot a
moment when the rather structured instructional approach to job hunt-
ing procedures should be interrupted with a role playing interlude,
which in turn might either return to the instructional group guidance
or evolve into a group counseling session dealing with areas related to
attitudes toward job status.
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Thus, the key word in the application of techniques by grade level
would clearly be flexibility. All techniques, in some form or other, are
appIcable at all grade levels.

APPLICATION OF TECHNIQUES ACCORDING TO CONTENT
W. M. Lifton (23) recognizes that, "Certainly, as time goes by, the

tendency to divide a youngster's problems into areas is becoming less
popular. Increasingly group leaders have realized that it is impossible
to discuss vocational choice without considering a person's values or so-
cioeconomic pressures. Parental attitudes, desires for peer group ac-
ceptance, capacity to accept one's abilities all become an integral part
in considering future vocational goals. Although public pressures make
group guidance programs focused on educational or vocational plan-
ning more acceptable, groups that are free to explore all aspects of the
problem cannot fail to explore areas considered more personal in na-
ture."

If we accept this, it follows that treatment of a content area by a
pure application by one technique would not be at all advisable. Even
our large auditorium program should be followed, and perhaps pre-
ceded by small group meetings in which a mixture of appropriate
techniques will be utilized.

This author remembers well the day we had all the sixth grade
students out to the junior-senior high school for a full day's orientation.
We had set up an elaborate program. The day started with an audi-
torium session in which the student council members explained student
government, the coaches discussed the different teams, the activities di-
rector discussed attendance and discipline, the guidance counselor dis-
cussed guidance and health services, the librarian discussed the library,
and the principal issued greetings. They then went on student council
conducted small group tours of the school and campus. After lunch they
were paired off with seventh grade students to attend two classes. From
there they went to the gym for the May Day program. We then as-
sembled them in the cafeteria to wait for the buses that were to take them
back to their elementary schools. Having a few minutes to kill, the
guidance counselor gave them the first real chance they had had that
day to ask questions. After some hesitation, one hand was raised, and
the question asked, "How old do you have to be to quit school?"

Could it be that our orientation program lacked something? Did
this fellow really get anything out of the day? Would it not have been
better to send our counselor over to the elementary schools before this
day to engage those smaller classes in some discussion structured by
their questions?
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Again, flexibility is the key. The counselor should use the ap-
proach or combination of approaches that he feels are needed, and
should keep an eye open for the need for techniques that result in stu-
dent involvement.

PARENTAL GROUP COUNSELING
A number of schools are experimenting with group counseling in-

volving parents. Many counselors have noted, for example, that it is
the parent who often has the unrealistic educational or vocational goal
for his child, it is the parent who often wants desperately to be able
to communicate with his child, but finds himself increasingly unable,
and it is often the parent who feels most acutely the frustration and
loneliness of the generation gap. As a result, the counselor is frequently
finding that he has a group of parents who are willing and often even
eager to participate in some form of group counseling which will help
them understand themselves, their offspring, and their relations with
these offspring.

In some schools the counselors have worked with groups made up
a parents only, while others have worked with groups made up of
both students and parents. Still another approach designed possibly to
avoid actual confrontation, has the students as an audience while the
parents meet as a group, and then reverses the situation with the par-
ents as the observers while the students are meeting as a group.

In any case, it is probably wise to prepare the parent prior to any
group situation in which their children are to be involved. Many fam-
ily structures might possibly be severely shaken by the processes of
parental ventilation and revelation. The parent should know what he
is going to be asked to do before he appears on stage with or in front
of his children.

COUNSELOR SELF-ANALYSIS
It is rather evident that there are two major directions in which

guidance is moving at the present time. The first is toward the rela-
tivels; late blooming growth of elementary guidance, and the second is
toward greater counselor involvement with personal problem and atti-
tudinal counseling. Both of these directions place a much greater
emphasis on the psychological training of the counselor and on the
mental and emotional state of his own health. The psychoanalyst has
the analysis that he himself must submit to. Should there not be some
place along the preparatory way where the potential counselor must sit
down and examine himself before he sets out to help others examine
themselves? If he is a practicing counselor, should there not be in-
service opportunities to sit back and conduct this overdue self-examina-
tion?
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May we suggest here that counselor education programs strive to
include in their course offerings a required group counseling seminar in
self-analysis. May we further suggest that county or other regional
groups of practicing counselors form groups whose purpose is a group
counseling approach to self-examination.

The guidance movement, as it grows and expands into areas pre-
viously thought to be the clinician's domain, looms as an increasingly
frightening specter if we visualize our fellow humans, carrying all their
prejudices, fears, emotional maladjustments, and their unawareness of
these possessions, entering the counseling chamber in full command of
techniques, prepared to impose in subtle application the aforementioned
possessions upon the relatively naive and defenseless counselee.

Before we set out to cure the patient, let's be sure that we are not
carrying to him a worse disease.

So often we have seen the highly educated psychologist, social
worker, or counselor whose only use of that education has been to cloak
his own emotional shortcomings in a richer vocabulary. Let us intro-
duce him to at least enough group work to acquaint him with the fact
that he does have his fair share of these emotional shortcomings, so
that he may counsel in the knowledge that he must take them into
account in his attempts to aid others with similar aberrations.

REPRISETHE CONTINUUM AND THE APPETIZER
We have in this paper tried to give a relatively brief look at all

major areas of group technique. As was stressed in the beginning and
on other occasions within the paper, use of one pure technique should
not be the goal. Rather, it is hoped that the counselor will draw from
this selection of techniques those that at the time are best suited to the
demands of the moment, and that the counselor will mix and combine
the selected techniques intr.) those mixtures and combinations he can
best use. Rather than be a group guidance teacher, a group psychothera-
pist, or a group counselor, may he strive to be a group technician.

This paper is meant to be an overview of the techniques with
which you are familiar, and an introduction to the techniques with
which you are not. It is further, we sincerely hope, an appetizer. If we
have succeeded in whetting your appetite, will you now go on to some
of the excellent books and articles listed in the bibliographies, and on
from them into the extensive literature that will surely be developed
as this fertile field of guidance gives its promised growth. And will you
examine the familiar, and experiment with the unfamiliar to give your
counseling the breadth and the depth and the quality that your counsel-
ees have the right to expect.
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